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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Life testing is important in reliability studies. It puts a set of sample products or 
sample components directly under test to observe failures, for evaluating the products' 
lifetime information. Because of the underlying stochastic processes, the lifetimes (failure 
times) for the products are expected to be randomly distributed, which, in reliability 
studies, are usually modelled by an appropriate parametric distribution, such as the 
Weibull distribution or the lognormal distribution. Therefore, the interest of the life 
testing is usually focused on some properties of the lifetime distribution, such as a 
particular quantile of the lifetime distribution. The lower quantile of lifetimes often 
provides a meaningful characteristic of the product's reliability because, for modern 
high reliable products, the time when a certain small proportion of the products start 
to fail is usually considered as an critical time for the product's reliability. 
There are roughly two kinds of life testing. One is the case in which all units are 
tested at one condition (typically the use condition), called a single distribution life 
testing, or simply, life testing (LT). The other is the case where higher than usual 
stresses are applied to the product to allow for shorter failure times. This type of life 
testing is called accelerated life testing (ALT). In ALTs, the lifetime information at 
use conditions is extrapolated from the lifetime information at higher stresses, under a 
certain stress-lifetime model. 
In either kind of life testing cases, due to the often highly reliable products, the 
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experiment typically can not be run within practical test time to have all of the samples 
fail, resulting in censored lifetime data. The experiment usually is terminated either 
after a certain amount of time has passed (time or Type I censoring), or after a certain 
proportion of failures has been observed (failure or Type II censoring). With the ex­
periments having time and cost constraints, how to plan the censored life test so that 
maximum information can be provided by the experiment and maximum information 
can be obtained through inferences are essential issues in reliability studies. In LTs. the 
planning questions are typically on the sample size to be tested and the length of the 
test (alternatively, in Type II censoring cases, the number of failures to be observed). In 
ALTs, in addition to choosing the sample size and length of experiment, the planning 
questions are focused on the stress levels and the allocation of samples to these levels. 
Traditional planning methods for the LT and ALT designs have been developed and 
used in engineering fields. These methods are appropriate when there is no prior in­
formation available for inference. With today's quick accumulation of knowledge and 
information on similar studies, situations with available prior information on the prop­
erties of the products under test, especially the information related to the characteristic 
properties such as failure mechanism, becomes more and more important in practi­
cal problems. Taking advantage of this available information will allow a reduction in 
needed experimental resources and provide better estimation. How to extend the tra­
ditional planning methods and incorporate the available prior information into life test 
planning for the experiments that use the available prior information in inference be­
comes an important problem in the reliability studies. This problem has not been well 
addressed in the previous work in this field. The increasing interest and importance of 
the problem for practical usage motivate the research work in this dissertation. 
This dissertation uses Bayesian methods and techniques to study the LT and ALT 
designs with available prior information. Bayes design criteria are developed for the 
estimation of a specified quantile of interest. Closed form solutions are derived for some 
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particular cases, and two approaches are developed for the general design solutions based 
on the Bayes criteria. One is a large sample approximation approach and the other is a 
simulation approach. Applications in practical usage are illustrated through numerical 
investigations and examples. 
1.2 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of three papers written in cooperation with the thesis ad­
visor Professor William Q. Meeker. The first paper discusses the Bayesian LT planning 
problem for the Weibull distribution when the shape parameter is given and the data is 
Type II censored. Two Bayes criteria are proposed for the design problem and closed 
form expressions between the criterion value and design specifications are derived. Nu­
merical examples are used to illustrate the practical usage. 
The second paper discusses the Bayesian LT design for a general distribution in 
a log-location-scale family. A general Bayes criterion is provided for this case, and 
two approaches to evaluate the criterion, a large sample approximation approach and 
a simulation approach, are developed for the planning solutions. The applications are 
illustrated by studying a Weibull life test with Type II censoring, when the prior infor­
mation on the scale parameter is available. Numerical solutions are presented, and the 
two approaches are compared. 
The third paper discusses the Bayesian optimum ALT design with one accelerat­
ing variable, when the acceleration model is linear, for a general distribution in a log-
location-scale family. Bayes criterion for the general design problem is provided, and 
the large sample approximation is used for the test solutions. Numerical optimizations 
are employed for the design solutions, and the general equivalence theorem by Whit­
tle (1973) is applied for verification of the global optimality. the resulting designs are 
evaluated by the proposed simulation procedures. 
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A general conclusion on the LT and ALT Bayesian design methods developed in this 
dissertation is presented afterwards. Future research areas are outlined. 
Two appendices are provided for the technical details in the papers. 
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2 BAYESIAN LIFE TEST PLANNING FOR THE 
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION WITH GIVEN SHAPE 
PARAMETER 
Yao Zhang and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
This paper describes Bayesian methods for life test planning with Type II censored 
data from a Weibull distribution, when the Weibull shape parameter is given. We use 
conjugate prior distributions and criteria based on estimating a quantile of interest of 
the lifetime distribution. One criterion is based on a precision factor for a credibility 
interval for a distribution quantile and the other is based on the length of the credibility 
interval. We provide simple closed form expressions for the relationship between the 
needed number of failures and the precision criteria. Examples are used to illustrate the 
results. 
Key words: Bayesian design; Conjugate prior; Exponential distribution; Life data; 




Life testing is an important method for evaluating component reliability. In appli­
cations. some number of samples are tested under particular conditions to estimate the 
lifetime properties of the component at these conditions. Because of the often high 
reliability of the tested components and time/cost constraints of the experiment, life 
tests are usually terminated after a specific amount of time elapses (Type I censoring) 
or after a specific number of failures have been observed (Type II censoring). Careful 
planning for how many units are to be tested and the length of the experiment (for Type 
II censoring, how many failures are to be observed) is important to obtain the maximum 
possible information with the minimum cost possible, on the average. 
Often the purpose of a life test is to estimate a specific quantile of the lifetime dis­
tribution. for instance, the .10 quantile. A life test can then be planned according to 
the needed estimation precision for this quantile. The Weibull and lognormal distribu­
tions are appropriate to describe the variation in the lifetimes of many different types 
of components. In the traditional approach to the test planning problem, the goal is to 
estimate unknown fixed parameters and "planning values" of the distribution parame­
ters are used for planning purposes (cf. Chapter 10 of Meeker and Escobar 1998). The 
Bayesian approach arises naturally when information is available a priori for planning 
and estimation. This happens frequently in practical situations when there is available 
engineering or physical knowledge, or previous experience with similar components hav­
ing the same failure mechanisms. Careful planning with relevant prior information can 
reduce needed experimental resources. For the log-location-scale such as the Weibull and 
lognormal distributions, Bayesian methods usually yield no closed forms for inferences 
on the planning criteria, partly because of the censoring. Numerical methods must be 
applied instead. For the Weibull distribution with a given shape parameter, however, 
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closed forms exist if standard conjugate prior distributions are used. The given shape 
parameter Weibull cases are important in certain practical applications. Section 2.3 of 
Nordman and Meeker (2002) describe several applications where it is appropriate to 
use a given shape parameter. For example, the exponential (Raleigh) distribution is a 
special case when the Weibull shape parameter is given as one (two). Also, the plan­
ning solutions for these special cases provide useful insight into the more complicated 
planning problem where the Weibull shape parameter is unknown. In this paper, we 
describe the Bayesian approach of life test planning for the Weibull distribution with 
given shape parameter, and provide the closed forms for the planning criteria. Planning 
solutions are illustrated with numerical examples. 
2.1.2 Overview 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
• Section 2.2 reviews related work. 
• Section 2.3 describes the Bayesian planning problem for the Weibull distribution 
with a given shape parameter, with a conjugate prior formulation. 
• Section 2.4 presents numerical examples that illustrate the Bayesian planning so­
lutions and comparisons with results from the non-Bayesian approach. 
• Section 2.5 gives some concluding remarks and describes areas for future research. 
2.2 Related Work 
Numerous results for life test planning are available in the statistical and engineering 
literature. Many non-Bayesian approaches have been developed for different life testing 
considerations. Gupta (1962), Grubbs (1973), and Narula and Li (1975) describe sam­
ple size determination methods for controlling error probabilities in hypothesis testing 
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of life distribution parameters and functions of distribution parameters. Meeker and 
Nelson (1976) describe the asymptotic theory and application for planning a life test to 
estimate a Weibull quantile with a specified precision. Meeker and Nelson (1977) also 
present general theory and application for sample size determinations in life test plan­
ning when other functions of Weibull parameters are to be estimated. Danziger (1970) 
describes life test planning for estimating the hazard rate of a Weibull distribution with 
a given shape parameter. Meeker. Escobar, and Hill (1992) present asymptotic theory 
and methods for planning a life test to estimate a Weibull hazard function, when all 
parameters are unknown . 
Using prior information and Bayesian techniques in life test planning has also been 
explored in previous work. Thyregod (1975) develops methods using the Type II cen­
soring, exponential life test sampling plan problem. The method presented uses a cost-
based utility function and a Taylor expansion around the estimated mean to incorporate 
prior information. Zaher, Ismail, and Bahaa (1996) present Bayesian life test planning 
methods for the Weibull distribution with a known shape parameter under Type I cen­
soring, using a criterion based on expected gain of Shannon information. The paper uses 
approximations and numerical solutions to obtain test plans. 
More recently, there has been a series papers describing Bayesian theories, methods, 
and discussions of the general sample size determination problem. For example, Joseph, 
Wolfson and Berger ( 1995a,b) provide three Bayes criteria based on highest posterior 
density (HPD) intervals for the sample size determination problem and illustrate the 
calculations for binomial proportions. These Bayesian approaches are based on the pre­
cision of interval estimation for a particular quantity of interest. Lindley (1997) provides 
a fully Bayesian treatment for the sample size problem based on a utility function, and 
compares the method with other Bayes criteria based on interval estimation precision, 
in particular, with the average length criterion (ALC) proposed by Joseph, Wolfson and 
Berger (1995a,b). Pham-Gia (1997) makes more comparisons between these two kinds of 
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criteria, outlying the differences and similarities, and making an effort to better match 
them by using a utility function for the ALC criterion. Joseph and Wolfson (1997) 
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using these two kinds of criteria with an 
emphasis on the practical aspects. Bernardo (1997) illustrates the decision-theoretic 
Bayesian approach suggested by Lindley (1997) in the particular case where inference 
is seen as a decision problem with an action space consisting of the class of possible 
distributions of the relevant quantity and the utility function being a logarithmic score. 
Adcock (1997) argues that it is not always necessary to use the utility function in a 
Bayesian approach and, by example, shows, for some cases, the equivalence of the utility 
function and the average length Bayesian procedures. 
2.3 Planning Problem 
2.3.1 Model and Bayes Estimation 
Suppose that the lifetimes of the units being tested have a Weibull(^, j3)  distribution 
with pdf 
where rj  is the unknown scale parameter and (3 is the given shape parameter. Here we 
consider the life test planning problem when the test is Type II censored with sample 
size n and fixed number of failures r. The likelihood is 
where Z(i) is the <th ordered lifetime and 
n r 
is the "total transformed time on test" on the /3-power scale. 
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Assume also that prior information on the scale parameter of the lifetime distribution 
is available. Let 6 = 7]^ denote the transformed scale parameter of the lifetime model 
on the /3-power scale. An inverted gamma distribution IG(a, b) for 6 provides a flexible 
conjugate prior representation for the prior information, and the prior density is 
"
| 6 k 6 ) = r (^ e x p H) '  ( 2 1 )  
where the hyperparameters a > 0 and 6 > 0 are given. In practical applications with 
informative prior information on the Weibull scale parameter 77 = d1^, the prior variance 
is usually finite, which implies a > 2/&. In any case, the posterior distribution of 9 is 
u/(0|a,6) x L(0,d l / 0: t)  /(0|£,  (3,a,b) = f ui(6\a,  b) x L{0,0W- , t )  d{0) 
IG(a + r, TTT0  + 6), (2.2) 
an inverted gamma distribution. When a + r > 2, the posterior variance is finite. This 
means that with a sufficient number of failures (r) the experiment will provide a posterior 
with finite variance,  even in cases where prior variance does not exist  ( i .e . ,  a < 2/p).  
Bayes estimation of any function of the unknown parameter 6 can be based on this 
posterior distribution of 0. 
2.3.2 Planning Based on Precision of a Quantile 
A commonly used reliability metric is the p quantile of the lifetime distribution, 
tp  = [-0log(l -p)]l/^. (2.3) 
We propose two ways of planning by considering the precision when using Bayes esti­
mation of tp .  
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2.3.2.1 Criterion based on a large sample approximate posterior pre­
cision factor (LSAPPF) 
When using a large sample approximation (e.g., in more complicated problems for 
which closed-form solutions are not available), quantification of precision for estimating 
a positive quantity like tp is often performed in the log scale. In large samples, the 
posterior credibil i ty interval  for tp  can be expressed,  approximately,  as [tp jR,  tp  x R\,  
where tp is the Bayes estimate of tp and R is a posterior credibility interval precision 
factor 
R = exp ^1— a/2  ^ yŒPosterior ( log tp) (2.4) 
log (jTT[j + 6) 
and ~\—a/2 is the 1 — a/2 quantile of standard normal distribution. Here R serves as a 
metric for estimation precision. From the posterior distribution of 9 in (2.2), 
Varpos£crior(log tp)  = —Varpos£er,or (log 9) 
= Posterior 
= ^'(a + r), (2.5) 
where ty '{z)  = dip(z)/dz is the polygamma function, ip(z)  = r '(z)/F(z) is the digamma 
function, and F(z) is the gamma function. The justification of the last step in (2.5) is 
given in the Appendix A. Combining (4) and (5) gives 
R = [exp (2[_Q/2\/V(a + r)) j . (2.6) 
Note that R depends only on a, r, 0 and the hyperparameter a but not on the data. 
Thus it can be used as a criterion for test planning. Because it is the number of failures 
r rather than the sample size n that affects the precision of estimation of tp, the number 
of failures can be chosen before the experiment to control the precision of estimation of 
the p quantile in terms of R, as a function of the given prior information. The sample 
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size n can be chosen based upon time and cost availability considerations (with the 
constraint r < n), where the expected test length will be shorter for larger n. Also note 
that R does not depend on the value of p, so that the planning solution is the same for 
all quantiles of the lifetime distribution. 
2.3.2.2 Criterion based on an exact relative posterior credibility in­
terval length (ERPCIL) 
A Bayes credibility interval for tp  that does not depend on the large sample normal 
approx imat ion  can  be  cons t ruc ted  d i rec t ly  f rom the  pos te r io r  d i s t r ibu t ion .  Le t  L a ( t p \ t )  
denote the length of the 100(1 — a)% credibility interval from the posterior distribution 
of tp. Then using the posterior distribution of 6 in (2.2), 
£0(tp|t) = [-iog(i-p)lwMf>W|t) 
= (-log(l-p)l W0 A 
Qgamma{ct/1\ d T) 
(7T7> + 6)1//3, (2.7) 
where 
1 1 1 
Qgamma (t*/2; Q + T ) Qgamma (c*/2; Q + 7") Qgamma ( 1 Ot/2] Q.7") 
and q g a mma(ot/2;a + r) is the a/2 quantile of gamma probability distribution with shape 
parameter (a + r) and unit scale parameter. This exact posterior credibility interval 
length depends on the data through TTTp, the value of p, and both prior hyperparam-
eters a and b. Estimation precision of a positive quantity like tp is more reasonably 
specified relative to the value of tp to be estimated. Such a relative precision metric is 
La( tp \ t )  r (a + r) 
E(tp |t) f(a + r — -j) 
1 
Qgamma(oc/2; Q + 7") 
(2.8) 
where E(fp) is evaluated relative to the posterior distribution of 0 (2.2), based on the 
relationship (2.3) between tp and 6. Because the metric in (2.8) does not depend on 
the data, it can be used as a planning criterion. Planning solutions can be obtained 
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according to the value of this criterion specified by the experimenter. Similar to the 
LSAPPF criterion in (2.6), this criterion depends on the number of failures r, rather 
than the sample size n. Also, the planning solution does not depend on p, the particular 
quantile. 
2.3.2.3 Exponential distribution case 
The exponential distribution, as the special case of the Weibull distribution with 
given shape parameter (5 = 1. has the following particular forms of the criteria in (2.6) 
and in (2.8). 
• The LSAPPF criterion: 
R = exp x/V''(a + r)j . (2.9) 
The ERPCIL criterion: 
L g { t p \ t )  




= (a + r — 1) A Qgamma{&/2,(1 -f* T")_ (2.10) 
9gamma(^/2, (Z "I™ 7*) Çgamma(û/2; Û + 7") QgammaiX Ci/Q + 7") 
2.4 Numerical Examples 
This section uses numerical examples to illustrate the life test planning procedures 
obtained in the previous section. We also illustrate the correspondence of the Bayes test 
plans when prior information is vague to test plans from a non-Bayesian approach. 
2.4.1 Setup 
Suppose that an experimenter is interested in estimating a quantile of the lifetime 
distribution of a specific component, and that the estimation precision is to be based on 
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a 95% credibility level (a = 0.05). Assume that the lifetimes of the component have a 
Weibull distribution, and the shape parameter j3 of the distribution is given, but that the 
scale parameter rj is unknown. In addition, assume that prior information on the scale 
parameter 77 is available before the experiment, specified in terms of a prior distribution 
with mean iiv and standard deviation sd^. With the inverted gamma conjugate prior 
specification of 0 = 77^ in (2.1), the relationships between the prior hyperparameters 
(a, b) and ^ and sdn are 
sd, hT) cvn = 
V-T) ^ 
- • 
». . ...Eilli!, 
where cvn = sdv/^ is the coefficient of variation (CV) of the prior distribution for 
77. Note that the prior hyperparameter a is a function of the prior cVj, (and the given 
Weibull shape parameter p) only. In general, only numerical solutions of a and b can be 
found, but for the exponential distribution (f3 = 1), these relationships reduce to 
a = cu~2  + 2 (2.13) 
6 = 1 
Lin{cv~2  + 1) 
For the Weibull distribution, Table 2.1 gives values of (a,  b) for some combinations of 0 
and cuv, when = 1. Life test planning procedures presented in the previous section 
will be illustrated under these numerical conditions. 
2.4.2 Planning with the LSAPPF Criterion 
If the precision for estimation of tp  is considered in terms of the precision factor R, the 
LSAPPF criterion in (2.6) can be used for the planning. Note that this criterion is not 
a function of the prior hyperparameter b, implying that the planning solution from this 
criterion is uniformly valid for any prior mean of 77, as long as the prior hyperparameter 
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Table 2.1 Values of prior hyperparameters (a, b) when = 1 
CUn 
0 = 0.5 0 = 1 0 = 2 0 = 5 
a b a b a b a b 
0.1 404.47 402.97 102 101 26.123 25.374 4.7011 4.1108 
0.2 104.49 102.99 27 26 7.3676 6.6223 1.6532 1.0875 
0.5 20.458 18.952 6 5 2.0876 1.3595 0.6865 0.2002 
1.0 8.3723 6.8541 3 2 1.2945 0.5891 0.4898 0.0674 
oc 4 2.4495 2 1 1 0.3183 0.4 0.0263 
a (or equivalently cvn) is specified [cf. (2.11) and (2.12)]. As previously mentioned, this 
criterion does not depend on the value of p of the quantile of interest. Figure 2.1 gives 
the number of failures r as a function of the LSAPPF criterion value, for the different 
combinations of cvn and 0 provided in Table 2.1. 
Figure 2.1 shows that, for any given shape parameter, the necessary experimental 
resources (number of failures r) increases, as expected, with larger required estimation 
precision. This increase in the necessary resources grows substantially when high estima­
tion precision is required. On the other hand, needed experimental resources decreases 
with increasing prior information (decreasing prior CV). This is especially true when the 
prior CV on the scale parameter is small (e.g., cvn < 1). When the prior CV for the scale 
parameter is already large (cvn > 1), further reduction in the amount of prior informa­
tion results in only small increases in the number of failures r required and the increase 
is only noticeable for large values of R. This can be explained intuitively by noting that 
prior information can be interpreted as prior "pseudo-samples", and the prior CV is 
inversely proportional to the prior "pseudo-sample" size [cf. expression (2.13) and the 
correspondence between the prior hyperparameter a and number of failures r in crite­
rion (2.6)]. When the prior cvv is greater than 1, the prior "pseudo-sample-size" falls to 
a small number and a large amount of change in specified precision implies only a small 
amount of change in required sample size. The information from the current experiment 
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Figure 2.1 Needed number of failures as a function of LSAPPF for t p ,  when 
the Weibull shape parameter (3 is given and a = 0.05. 
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dominates, unless the current sample size is also small and little estimation precision 
is required. When the prior cvn decreases to a certain point, a substantially increased 
amount of prior "'pseudo-data" is implied, and the needed experimental resources can 
therefore be reduced significantly. 
Figure 2.1 also shows the effect of different given values of the Weibull shape param­
eter 0. For a certain specified precision R, small values of 0 require more experimental 
resources. This is because Weibull distributions with smaller values of /3 have more rela­
tive variability. Note that the effect of prior information is larger when (3 is small. Thus, 
as one might expect, prior information plays a more important role when the variation 
in failure times is large. 
Figure 2.1 gives test plan solutions for the LSAPPF criterion. For instance, for the 
exponential distribution {(3 = 1), if R is required to be 1.5, then r = 22 for prior cvn = oc 
(no prior information), r = 21 for prior cvn = 1, and r = 18 for prior cvn = 0.5. For 
the Weibull distribution with 0 = 2, the needed numbers of failures decrease to 5, 5, 
and 4 respectively, while they increase to 90. 86, and 74, respectively, for the Weibull 
distribution with 0 = 0.5. These numerical solutions are summarized in Table 2.2. 
2.4.3 Planning with the ERPCIL Criterion 
The ERPCIL criterion in (2.8) is a relative precision criterion, and it also does not 
depend on p or the prior mean. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between the number 
of failures and the ERPCIL criterion value, using the same combinations of cvn and 0 
entries used in Table 2.1. 
We can see that, for given Weibull shape parameter and prior information, the rela­
tionships between the criterion value and number of failures r are similar to those of the 
LSAPPF criterion, except for the scale difference. Because both (2.6) and (2.8) reflect 
relative precision (not depending on the value of tp to be estimated), the interpretation of 
these results from (2.8) are almost identical to those discussed in the previous example, 
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Figure 2.2 Needed number of failures as a function of ERPCIL for t p ,  when 
the Weibull shape parameter ,3 is given and a = 0.05. 
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using the LSAPPF criterion in (2.6). 
As a direct comparison between the ERPCIL and LSAPPF criteria, Table 2.2 gives 
the needed numbers of failures based on these relationships for a certain specified crite­
rion value, for selected combinations of prior information and the Weibull shape param­
eter. Note that, corresponding to R = 1.5, the relative credibility interval length from 
the large sample approximation is (tpx R — tp/R)/tp = 5/6. The test solutions from the 
two criteria only differ slightly, showing that the large sample approximation on which 
the precision factor R is based works quite well for this life test planning problem. 
Table 2.2 Needed number of failures r based on the ERPCIL criterion in 
(2.8) and the LSAPPF criterion in (2.6) for different prior cvn 
and Weibull shape parameter 0 
prior cur, 
criterion value 0 oo 1.0 0.5 
0.5 -i II 00
 
OO
 oo II r = 71 
5/6 for ERPCIL in (2.8) 1.0 r = 22 r = 21 r = 18 
2.0 r = 6 r = 5 r = 4 
0.5 r = 90 r = 86 r = 74 
1.5 for LSAPPF in (2.6) 1.0 "1 II !o
 
r = 21 r = 18 
2.0 r = 5 r = 5 r = 4 
2.4.4 Discussion 
The examples in this section explored the life test plans based on two different criteria: 
the LSAPPF criterion, based on the large-sample approximate Bayes credibility interval 
precision factor R and the ERPCIL criterion, based on the relative Bayes credibility 
interval length with respect to the mean. Both are relative precision metrics, and neither 
depends on the particular value of p corresponding to the quantile of interest or the prior 
mean of the unknown Weibull scale parameter. The criterion based on the relative Bayes 
credibility interval length describes relative estimation precision in a more exact way. 
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We also computed a preposterior Bayes credibility interval length based on large 
sample normal approximation, E$[2zi_q/2 >/Varposte7.1OT.(tp)], and a preposterior exact 
Bayes Length of (2.7). Ei[La(tp\t)\. The latter is an average length criterion (ALC) like 
that proposed by Joseph, Wolfson and Berger ( 1995a,b). For design purposes, these 
criteria take the marginal expectation of the data to account for all possible outcomes 
of the data. These are absolute precision criteria, and they also lead to test plans that 
are close to each other. Because they are less frequently used in practice for planning to 
estimate positive quantities, the results are not presented in this paper. 
2.4.5 Comparison with Non-Bayesian Test Plans 
In the non-Bayesian approach of the life test planning problem, it is typical to use 
the inverse of the Fisher information matrix as the large sample approximate variance-
covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimators of the unknown parameters. In 
the Weibull (Type II censoring) case with a given shape parameter, the information on 
T} is 
h i )  =  E d
2\og L (0, T j ; t ) '  rf32 
i2 drj2 
where the fact that ~ Exp(^) and TTT$ ~ Gamma(r, rj13) is used to obtain the 
expectation (cf. Epstein and Sobel 1953). Then, it follows that 
R = [exp (zi-Q/.jVr3') j ' , (2.14) 
which is the non-Bayesian analog to the Bayes LSAPPF criterion (2.6). This non-
Bayesian criterion is similar to LSAPPF in that it depends on r rather than n and 
provides a relative precision metric. Figure 2.3 shows that the test solutions from this 
non-Bayesian R criterion are close to those from the LSAPPF criterion when prior 
cur, = oo, which is a non-Bayesian asymptotic case from Bayesian point of view. They 
differ slightly from each other when r is small because LSAPPF uses the exact (posterior) 
variance of log(tp) while non-Bayesian R uses a large sample approximation for the 
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and non-Bayesian R criterion for tp, when the Weibull shape 
parameter (3 is given and a = 0.05. 
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maximum likelihood estimator (the inverse of the Fisher information matrix). This 
establishes the correspondence between the Bayesian life test procedures obtained in 
Section 2.3 and non-Bayesian procedures. 
2.5 Concluding Remarks and Areas for Future Research 
We have presented Bayes life test planning solutions for the Weibull lifetime distri­
bution with a given shape parameter for Type II censored data. The closed forms of 
the planning criteria are easy to use in practice, and the solutions are meaningful for 
the practical problems where there is useful engineering information about the Weibull 
shape parameter. The results given here also provide an approximation to the case 
where a life test is terminated after a given amount of time (Type I censoring). In 
addition, the discussion of the criteria in this paper suggests that the large sample nor­
mal approximation works well for this Bayes life test planning problem and may also 
provide a simplified and effective approach for the more general case where the Weibull 
distribution parameters are all unknown. The large sample approximation approach of 
the more general case, as well as some numerical validation such as simulation methods, 
should be explored in subsequent work. 
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3 BAYESIAN DESIGN FOR LIFE TESTING 
Yao Zhang and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
This paper describes Bayesian methods for life test planning with censored data from a 
log-location-scale distribution, when prior information of the distribution parameters is 
available. We use a Bayes criterion based on the estimation precision of a distribution 
quantile. A large sample normal approximation gives a simplified, easy-to-interpret. yet 
valid approach to this design problem, where in general no closed form solutions are 
available. To illustrate this approach, we present numerical investigations using Weibull 
distribution with Type II censoring. We also assess the effects of prior distribution 
choice. A simulation approach of the same Bayesian problem, which uses the Metropolis 
algorithm, is also presented as a tool for visualization and validation. The validation re­
sults generally are consistent with those from the large sample approximation approach. 
Key words: Life data; Life test planning; Log-location-scale family; Metropolis algo­
rithm; Sample size determination; Weibull distribution. 
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3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Background and Motivation 
Careful planning of life tests in reliability studies is important because performing 
such experiments usually is expensive and time generally is limited. Usually life tests are 
censored from stopping the experiment after a certain amount of test time has elapsed 
(time or Type I censoring) or from stopping the experiment when a certain number of 
failures has occurred (failure or Type II censoring). Life tests are planned to control 
the number of sample units, test time (for Type I censoring), and/or number of failures 
to be observed (for Type II censoring) so that, if possible, a specified precision can be 
obtained for the estimation of a particular quantity of interest. 
In traditional life test planning, "planning values" of the unknown parameters of 
the lifetime distribution are required as inputs. Then with the test specification (i.e., 
sample sizes and censoring time/number of failures) one can compute some precision 
factor of the estimation, such as the confidence interval precision factor described in 
Chapter 10 of Meeker and Escobar (1998). The planning values are chosen to describe 
the experimenter's best knowledge about the underlying failure-time model to allow 
for planning an efficient experiment. Bayesian methods allow one to combine prior 
information with data to make inferences. Bayesian methods are used in this paper to 
provide an appropriate life test design for situations in which prior information is to be 
used in inference problems. 
Log-location-scale distributions, such as the Weibull and lognormal, are commonly 
used in lifetime studies. When the Weibull distribution shape parameter is given (e.g., 
the exponential and Raleigh distributions), a conjugate distribution for the prior dis­
tribution of the unknown scale parameter and closed form solutions for the Bayesian 
design problem are available (see Zhang and Meeker 2002 for a description and solution 
for this case). In other situations, the solutions become more complicated because both 
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parameters are unknown and because of the censoring. No closed forms are available 
for these design problems. Instead, numerical methods, simulations, or approximations 
need to be employed. In this paper, we first develop a general approach of large sample 
approximation that makes it relatively easy to solve the life test planning problem. Then 
we illustrate the use of simulât ion-based methods that allow for evaluating proposed test 
plans without relying on the large sample approximation. 
3.1.2 Related Work 
Chapter 10 of Meeker and Escobar (1998) describe general approaches and many 
useful techniques for non-Bayesian life test planning. Gupta (1962), Grubbs (1973) and 
Narula and Li (1975) describe the life test sample size determination to control error 
probabilities in hypothesis testing of distribution parameters and functions of distri­
bution parameters. Meeker and Nelson (1976, 1977) present the asymptotic methods 
and applications in life test planning for estimating functions of Weibull parameters. 
Danziger (1970) provides life test plans for estimating a Weibull hazard rate, when the 
shape parameter is given. Meeker, Escobar, and Hill (1992) develop the asymptotic 
theory and methods for life test planning if a Weibull hazard function is to be estimated 
and both parameters are unknown. Escobar and Meeker (1994) provide an algorithm to 
compute the Fisher information for the commonly-used log-location-scale distributions 
for left and right censoring. 
For Bayesian life test planning, Thyregod (1975) presents a cost-based utility func­
tion approach to exponential life test with Type II censored data. Zaher, Ismail, and 
Bahaa (1996) provide Bayesian life test plans, using approximations and numerical solu­
tions, for the Weibull Type I censoring cases when the shape parameter is given, based 
on a Shannon information criterion. Zhang and Meeker (2002) describe the Bayesian 
methods for the Weibull life test planning to estimate a specified quantile of interest, 
when the shape parameter is given and the data are Type II censored. Closed form 
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solutions are derived for the planning problem. 
Bayesian design theories and methods are also presented in other problems and in 
general sample size determination studies. For example, Poison (1993) develops a gen­
eral decision-theory approach for a Bayesian accelerated life test design problem, and 
provides a general preposterior expected utility function for the problem. Clyde, Millier, 
and Parmigiani (1995) present Bayesian design methods for evaluating a heart defibril­
lator, which has a logistic regression model. Preposterior expectation is used for the 
criterion and a large sample approximation is applied for the non-sequential designs and 
sequential designs. Joseph, Wolfson and Berger ( 1995a,b) develop three Bayes criteria 
to determine sample sizes, based on the estimation precision of highest posterior den­
sity (HPD) intervals for the particular quantity of interest. Lindley (1997) describes 
a decision-theoretic Bayesian approach for the general sample size problem based on a 
utility function, and makes comparisons between the method and other Bayes criteria 
based on interval estimation precision. Bernardo (1997) utilizes the decision-theoretic 
Bayesian approach suggested by Lindley (1997) for the particular case where inference 
is a decision problem based on information consideration. Pham-Gia (1997), Joseph and 
Wolfson (1997), and Adcock (1997) provide more detailed discussions and comparisons 
of these two kind of criteria in Bayesian applications, and make efforts to show the 
equivalence of using utility function and using the average length Bayesian procedures 
for some cases. 
3.1.3 Overview 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
• Section 3.2 describes the Bayesian life test design problem and the evaluation 
criterion. 
• Section 3.3 provides the general method of large sample approximation for the 
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Bayesian design of life tests. 
• Sections 3.4 through 3.8 apply the large sample approximation method to the more 
specific life planning problems, where the Weibull distribution with Type II censor­
ing is considered and prior information on the shape parameter is available. The 
effects of prior distribution are explored through these cases. Test plan solutions 
are provided, and a numerical example is presented to illustrate the application. 
• Section 3.9 uses the large sample approximation method in the cases of Weibull 
life tests with given shape parameter, and compares the results with those from 
Zhang and Meeker (2002). 
• Section 3.10 develops a simulation approach for the same Bayesian life test design 
problem. We use the Metropolis Algorithm because no conjugate distribution is 
available. 
• Section 3.11 applies the simulation approach to the Weibull Type II censoring prob­
lem and provides a comparison of the results with the large sample approximate 
method. 
• Section 3.12 gives some concluding remarks and outlines areas for further research. 
3.2 The Bayesian Life Test Design Problem and The Criterion 
Life tests are often designed to estimate a particular quantile of the lifetime distribu­
tion, such as the 0.10 quantile. For a high-reliability component, a quantile in the lower 
tail of the failure-time distribution provides a meaningful life characteristic. Therefore, 
it is natural to use a criterion for the design problem that is constructed from some 
measure of the precision of estimation of this quantile of interest in the log scale (be­
cause the quantile is a positive quantity). In the Bayesian framework, the precision of 
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estimation is usually specified as a (monotone) function of the posterior variance. For a 
given design D, the posterior variance depends on the data. A reasonable Bayes criterion 
for test planning is then the preposterior expectation of the posterior estimation preci­
sion function. This criterion is computed by taking an expectation over the marginal 
distribution of the data to account for all possible overcomes from the experiment. 
Suppose that the lifetime distribution is in the log-location-scale family. 
log(<) - n 
~ 0. <7 
where 0 is a standardized pdf, and 0 = (/z, a)T are the unknown location and scale 
parameters, respectively. For example, using the smallest extreme distribution 0sev(~) = 
exp[z — exp(z)] implies that the lifetime has a Weibull distribution. Using the standard 
normal 0nor(z) gives the lognormal distribution. 
Suppose also that we have a prior distribution for the unknown parameters, uj(0\(3), 
where /3 is a given vector of hyperparameters. Denote the data from the experiment by 
t and the p quantile of interest by tp. Then the criterion for the Bayesian life test design 
is 
C ( D )  = E(logt)|D [ g  (Var0|(logt) D(logtp))] , (3.1) 
which is the preposterior expectation of some function g of the posterior variance of 
the p quantile of interest in the log scale. The function g(-) provides an interprétable 
precision measure defined by the experimenter to focus on the quantity of interest for 
the estimation. Using the function g(x) = x expresses precision in terms of the posterior 
variance of the quantile in the log scale, which is equivalent to the utility defined from 
the quadratic loss function. Another reasonable function is based on appropriate credi­
bility interval precision of tp on the original scale. Such an interval can be constructed 
approximately as [tpf R, tp x R], where tp is a Bayes estimator of tp and R is a posterior 
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normal approximate credibility interval precision factor 
R = exp [^-a/2v/Var0|(Iogt) D(logtp)J , 
and zi-q/2 is the (1 — a/2) quantile of the standard normal distribution. The prepos­
terior credibility interval precision factor R, defined as E(log(,|D[Â], can be used as the 
precision measure and in this case, 
g ( x )  =  e x p ( z i - a / 2 \ / x ) .  (3.2) 
The life test design problem therefore is to find the most cost/1ime-effective combi­
nation of sample size and censoring time (Type I censoring) or number of failing (Type 
II censoring) subject to a constraint on expected precision defined by the criterion (3.1). 
3.3 General Large Sample Approximation for the Bayes Life 
Test Design Criterion 
Large sample normal approximations are frequently used in statistical inference and 
test planning because they are 
• Asymptotically correct under mild conditions, met in the log-location-scale distri­
butions here; 
• They provide useful approximations when the sample sizes are reasonably large; 
• They provide a relatively simple but useful approach to study complicated prob­
lems. 
For the Bayesian life tests design problem, the large sample approximations provide a 
simple, useful description of the design problem. In the following, we first describe the 
posterior distribution of the model parameters and their variances in the large sample 
approach, and then provide the approximation to the design criterion based on the large 
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sample estimation variance of the quantile of interest, a specific function of the model 
parameters. 
3.3.1 The Posterior Distribution of Lifetime Model Parameters and Their 
Variances 
Life test data are usually censored and for Bayesian methods, numerical methods 
are needed to obtain the posterior distribution. When sample sizes are reasonably large, 
however, a normal distribution provides a good approximation for the posterior distribu­
tion. Berger (1985). for example, gives some analytical forms of normal approximations 
for stable estimation (as it is called in the Bayesian literature). In this case, the variance 
of the posterior distribution can be expressed as a combination of the prior information 
and the data. Let S~l denote the precision matrix of the prior distribution for the un­
known parameter(s) 0, and let Ig(D) denote the (expected) Fisher information matrix 
for the proposed experiment design D. Then the posterior varia nce-covariance matrix 
for 0 is 
Varposterlor(S|<, D)  «  [S"1 + Î 0 (D) }  . (3.3) 
Here t  denotes the observations of the experiment, 0  is the maximum likelihood esti­
mator of 0, and Iq(D) is Iq{D) evaluated at 0. The posterior variance is important in 
design problems because most design criteria are related to estimation precision and are 
functions of the variance of the unknown parameter(s). 
The Fisher information Iq(D) in the posterior variance-covariance matrix (3.3) quan­
tifies the amount of information provided by the proposed experiment. Therefore, the 
design D affects the estimation precision only through this function. With larger sample 
sizes this information will increase and in the limit will dominate the prior information. 
Correspondingly, estimation of the unknown parameter(s) will become more and more 
accurate. With experimental cost control, however, the sample size will be chosen as 
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small as possible subject to some precision requirement. Censoring also plays a role 
through the Fisher information matrix. Escobar and Meeker (2001) showed that, for 
Type I and Type II censored data from location-scale families, the Fisher information 
matrices are asymptotically equivalent. In this paper, we use Type II censoring as an 
illustration. Then design is specified by D = {n, r) where n is the sample size and r is 
the number of failures. The proportion failing, denoted by pc = r/n, can also be used 
to describe the amount of censoring independently of the sample sizes. 
Escobar and Meeker (1994) gave a Fortran subroutine to compute the scaled Fisher 
information matrix elements for different kinds of censoring and for a variety of location-
scale families. With this program, the posterior distribution and its variance are rel­
atively simple to compute numerically under this large sample normal approximation, 
providing easy-to-use methods for obtaining Bayesian designs of life tests. 
3.3.2 The Large Sample Approximate Bayes Criterion 
Because the quantile tp is a function of the model parameters 0 = (p., a)T, 
log tp = p. + $-1(p)<7 = cT0, 
where c = [1, $-1(p)]T and $-1(p) is the p quantile of the standardized log-location-scale 
distribution, under the large sample approximation, the criterion (3.1) for Bayesian life 
test design is 
C ( D )  =  E ( i o g t ) | D^(Var0|(logt)D(logtp))] 
= 




The approximation from (3.4) to (3.5) is based on the large sample approximation of the 
posterior variance. Because the large sample approximate posterior variance of the log 
quantile of interest depends on the expected data only through the maximum likelihood 
estimate of 0, the preposterior expectation can be obtained by taking the expectation 
over the predictive distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate 0. From (3.5) to 
(3.6), the prior distribution was used a preposteriori to approximate the predictive 
distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate 0. The predictive distribution of 0 is a 
convolution of the prior distribution of 0 and the distribution arises from estimation of 
0 from the data, and will approach the prior distribution as the sample size increases. 
Similar approximations have also been used for other Bayesian design problems (e.g., 
Clyde. Millier, and Parmigiani 1995). 
We can see from criterion (3.6) that, instead of taking expectation in the dimension 
of assumed experimental data as in (3.1), the large sample approximation reduces the 
problem to an integration in the dimension of the model parameters. 2 in this case. 
Therefore, the design problem can be solved more easily. When using g(-) in terms of 
the posterior credibility interval precision factor as in (3.2), the resulting Bayes criterion 
under the large sample approximation is the large sample approximate preposterior 
precision factor (LSAPPF). In the following sections, we use numerical investigations in 
more specific situations to illustrate the methods. 
3.4 Weibull Life Test Design with Prior Information on the 
Shape Parameter 
This section applies the large sample approximation approach to the Weibull distri­
bution with Type II censoring case when the prior information is available on the Weibull 
shape parameter. Suppose that the experimenter wants to estimate the p = 0.10 quan­
tile of the lifetime distribution with a 1 — a = 0.95 coverage probability. The precision is 
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specified in terms of a credibility interval for t p  so that g ( - )  is of the form (3.2). Suppose 
also that the lifetime has a Weibull distribution with pdf 
where q is the Weibull scale parameter and j3 is the Weibull shape parameter. On the 
log scale the lifetime has a smallest extreme value distribution. That is 
where <j>sev is the standard smallest extreme value pdf and {/j.. a) are the location and scale 
parameters of the sev distribution. They are the re-parameterizations of the Weibull 
parameters with fj, = log(^) and a = 1/(3. 
The Type II censored experiment is designed in terms of sample size n and proportion 
of failures after censoring, pc. In this case 
where ^rSev(pc) is the scaled Fisher information matrix which elements can be directly 
computed by LSINF algorithm (Escobar and Meeker 1994). Under Type II censoring, 
this Fisher information matrix is a function of the unknown scale parameter a only 
(given the design). Therefore (3.6) can be reduced to a one-dimensional integration, 
which does not depend on the specific form of the prior distribution for fi. 
Suppose also that the prior distribution of /z is diffuse (no prior information), but 
the prior distribution of a is informative, e.g., distributed as gamma, and /.i and a are 
assumed independently distributed. This situation is common in applications, because 
previous experience with a known failure mode generally provides information primarily 
about possible values for a log-location-scale distribution shape parameter. The precision 
matrix for this type of prior distribution is 
/#(#) = ev(Pc), (3.8) 
S ~ l  =  0 0 (3.9) 
0 Var(<r) 
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In the large sample approximation approach, the life test planning problem then re­
quires finding the most cost-effective combination of (n, r) subject to a specified expected 
estimation precision in criterion (3.6). In this specific case, the LSAPPF is 
C { D )  =  j  exp 2[_q/2 (cTsev [5 1 + ^^ev(Pe)] Cseu^ d ( u j ( < j ) ) ,  (3.10) 
where csev = [1, $JeJ,(p)]r and u(cr) is the gamma marginal prior distribution for a. 
Before we investigate the design solution for this particular problem, in the following 
section we first illustrate, under the large sample approximation, how prior information 
affects the estimation precision of the quantile of interest. 
3.5 Effects of Prior Information on the Posterior Variance of 
the Quantile of Interest 
Using the setup in (3.8) and (3.9), the scaled asymptotic posterior variance factor of 
the log quantile of interest is 
nAVarpost[Iog(tp)] 








gives a natural measure of the amount of the prior information with respect to the 
information resulting from the experiment. When ra is small (not much prior information 
for a or //), information about tp is mainly from the data and results will behave in a 
manner that is similar to the non-Bayesian approach. When ra is large, meaning the 
knowledge of a is approaching perfect information, with no prior information for fi, 
results will be similar to the non-Bayesian methods where o is given. This can be seen 
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from the asymptotic behavior of (3.11). In particular, when ra —• 0, (3.11) approaches 
the scaled asymptotic variance factor of the maximum likelihood estimators. When 
TV —> oc (3.11) approaches a constant of l//n(pc), where fu{Pc) is the (1,1) element 
of scaled Fisher information matrix J-swiPc) which is related to the estimation of f.i. 
Figure 3.1 provides a visualization of these effects of prior information on posterior 
variance factor of quantile of interest, for the Weibull distribution case. 
From Figure 3.1 we can see that, when the prior precision ratio ra = 0, as the 
proportion of failures pc and quantile of interest p vary, the posterior variance factor of 
log(p) behaves the same as that from non-Bayesian approach (provided, for example, 
in Figure 10.5 of Meeker and Escobar 1998). The minimum value of the posterior 
variance factor for each curve with fixed pc is 1//u(pc), implying that the estimation 
precision for a quantile is limited by the estimation variation of //. As the prior precision 
ratio ra increases, the posterior variance factor for any quantile gradually decreases to 
this minimum value. The potential improvement of estimation precision is especially 
significant for heavily censored data (i.e., a small amount of prior information induces a 
large amount of decrease in the posterior variance factor for small pc's), in which cases the 
posterior distribution is mainly determined by the prior information. The relationship 
between the prior information and the posterior variance gives an assessment of how 
much improvement in estimation precision one can obtain for a given amount of prior 
information. 
3.6 Test Plan Solutions 
The test plan solution (n, r) to give the desired value of the LSAPPF criterion can 
be determined in the following way. Let denote the prior-predicted precision ratio, 
obtained by substituting E(<r) for a in (3.12). That is 
A _ [E(g)]2/n 
Var(cr) " 
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Figure 3.1 The effect of prior information on estimation precision of quan­
tile of interest, when the lifetime has a Weibull distribution, and 
informative prior is on the (log-)scale parameter only. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between the LSAPPF criterion value and the design 
solution (n. r) for estimating £.lt when the mean of the prior distribution E(er) and the 
prior-predicted precision ratio are given as the prior information. The combinations 
of two prior means and three prior precision ratios are used for illustration. Because 
a represents the variation of time to failure in the log scale, E(cr) = 10 indicates a 
large amount of variation in the failure-time process. This large amount of variation is 
unlikely to arise in real situations, and it is used here as an extreme case. 
Figure 3.2 shows that, as expected, to obtain a specified degree of estimation preci­
sion, as more failures are allowed to be observed (higher proportion of failures), a smaller 
sample size is needed, and vice versa. The appropriate combination of (n.r) can be de­
termined by the experimenter for given cost and time constraints. Because the quantile 
of interest is 0.10, when the proportion of failures is beyond a certain point, the esti­
mation precision will only increase slightly when continuing increasing the proportion of 
failures. 
Figure 3.2 also shows that, for experiments with different prior precisions, with more 
prior precision, the needed experimental resources in terms of either sample size or 
proportion of failures are reduced. For a fixed proportion of failures in an experiment, 
with heavily censoring (i.e., a proportion of units failing that is smaller than the quantile 
of interest), a small amount of prior information (r„ = .01 to = 1) will reduce 
the needed amount of experimental resources significantly. Further increases of prior 
precision (r^ = 1 to = 100) will only increase the estimation precision slightly. The 
experimental resources in this case are needed primarily to estimate /z, the prior of which 
is diffuse. For experiments with less censoring, increasing prior information will continue 
to reduce the sample sizes gradually. 
In Figure 3.2 the above relationships are similar for different prior means E(<r), 
with more experiment resources needed when the prior mean E(cr) is larger. Because a 
represents the variation of time to failure in the log scale, a larger value implies more 
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E(o) = 1, r A = 0.01 E(o) = 1,^=1 E(a) = 1. r„A=100 
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LSAPPF 
E(o) = 10. r A = 0.01 E(o) = 10, r/=1 E(o) = 10, f/ = 100 
Figure 3.2 Needed sample size and proportion of failures as a function of 
LSAPPF for < io when prior information on a is available and is 
specified in terms of the prior mean E(<r) and the prior-predicted 
p r e c i s i o n  r a t i o  r ^ .  
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relative variation in the lifetime distribution, so more experimental resources are needed 
to achieve a certain estimation precision. 
Figure 3.2 gives the planning solutions when prior information is given in terms of 
the prior mean E(<r) and the prior-predicted precision ratios r^. This is meaningful 
when comparing the effects of prior information on the experiment to be performed. In 
practice, the prior information available a priori is fixed and independent of the sample 
size. Then the prior distribution for a can be specified in terms of the prior mean E(er) 
and the prior standard deviation Stdev(cr). Alternatively, the prior precision can also be 
represented by rfA = [E(<r)]2/Var(<r), the prior-predicted precision ratio for n = 1. Then 
if the sample size n is chosen to be rf l5 the prior precision ratio is 1. Figure 3.3 gives 
the planning solutions for the same problem with prior information specified in terms of 
prior mean E(<r) and this rfA (and equivalent Stdev(cr)). We can see that it gives very 
similar relationships. The interpretation is therefore the same as that for Figure 3.2. 
The planning solutions for smaller are not provided because the precision is so poor 
that the estimation precision is outside the realistic range. 
3.7 Example 
Here we extend Example 10.7 in Meeker and Escobar (1998) by including the use 
of prior information. Suppose that a manufacturer wants to estimate the 0.10 quantile 
of the lifetime distribution of a newly developed insulation. Tests will be run until 
20% of the units fail (pc = 0.2). To allow a shorter test time, the experiment will be 
done at a higher than usual level of electrical stress. The engineers suggest that the 
Weibull distribution should be appropriate for the lifetime distribution of the insulation 
specimens. Also, based on previous experiments of similar insulation lifetime studies, the 
engineers provide that prior information on the Weibull shape parameter /3 is available 
and er(= 1/0) is expected to be around 1.2, with a standard deviation of 0.1. Using 
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E(o) = 1, RA = 1 ( Stdev( o) = 1 ) E(o) = 1, r0A, = 100( Stdev( o) = 0.1 ) 
E(CT) = 10, r_\ = 1 ( Stdev( a) = 10 ) 
PoO.01 
E(o) = 10, r/, = 100( Stdev( o) = 1 ) 
Figure 3.3 Needed sample size and proportion of failures as a function of 
LSAPPF for t.io when prior information for a is fixed and is 
specified in terms of the prior mean E(cr) and the prior-predicted 
precision ratio for n = 1, rfA (or in terms of E(<r) and the prior 
standard deviation Stdev(cr)). 
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Figure 3.4 The relationship between the needed sample size and the 
LSAPPF criterion value for the example in Section 3.7. 
the information, the engineers want to know how many samples are needed if a 95% 
posterior credibility interval for the quantile of interest will have endpoints that are 
approximately 50% away from the posterior mode of the quantile of interest (so that 
LSAPPF= 1.5). 
From the LSAPPF in (3.10), the relationship between the criterion value and the 
sample n can be computed, as given in Figure 3.4. Therefore, to satisfy the estimation 
precision requirement in terms of LSAPPF= 1.5, the number of specimens under test 
should be at least n = 185. 
The sample size determined from a non-Bayesian approach of the problem, similar to 
the calculations in Example 10.7 of Meeker and Escobar (1998), is n = 245. The results 
are not directly comparable because point planning values are used instead of prior 
distribution for design in the non-Bayesian approach. If Meeker and Escobar (1998) had 
done the sensitivity studies on the planning values, the resulting sample size, in some 
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directions, would have shown a larger required sample size than the n = 185, determined 
from Bayesian approach with prior information. 
3.8 Discussion 
3.8.1 Solution for Type I Censoring 
We illustrated the development of Weibull life test plans for Type II censored ex­
periments. where the length of the experiment is controlled by the number of failures 
(or the proportion of failures given the sample size n). The large sample approximation 
approach provided in Section 3.3 and criterion (3.6) can also give the planning solutions 
for Type I censored experiments. The main difference is that the scaled Fisher informa­
tion matrix T for Type I censoring is a function of the standardized log censoring time 
(log(<c) — fj.)/cr, which is a function of both parameters fi and cr. Thus, instead of the 
one-dimensional integration for the Type II censoring case in (3.10), the integration of 
the LSAPPF criterion for the Type I censoring case is a two-dimensional integration, 
depending also on the prior distribution of /i. 
3.8.2 Shape of Prior Distribution 
A gamma distribution, because of its flexible shape, is used in the numerical inves­
tigations as the prior distribution of cr. The lognormal distribution and the inverted 
gamma distribution, which have somewhat different shapes, were also used for the prior 
distribution of (the positive quantity) cr. The results (not shown here) are almost iden­
tical to those shown in Section 3.6 using gamma prior distribution, if the same prior 
specifications (in terms of prior means and prior-predicted precision ratios) are pro­
vided. Thus the planning solutions from these examples are insensitive to the shape of 
the prior distribution of a. 
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3.8.3 Joint Informative Prior Information 
The prior distribution for p. can also be informative. In the large sample approx­
imation approach, the major change is in the prior precision matrix S~l (for Type I 
censoring, the prior distribution for p. will also be involved in the integration). A prior 
precision ratio can be defined for each parameter and the competing behaviors between 
the prior precision ratios for the two parameters can be studied similarly. The linear 
separation of prior information and information from the experiment to be performed in 
the large sample approximate posterior variance makes the use of precision ratios clear 
and the analysis and design based on them meaningful. One more consideration for 
cases with both informative priors is the independence specification of prior parameters. 
Based on past experience with censored data studies, a and log(fp,) for some lower quan­
tile pi are usually approximately independent of each other. Thus, this parameterization 
is appropriate for independent prior specification (which, with censoring, implies that p. 
and a are correlated). When the prior information for p is diffuse, as in this example, 
specifying independent p and a will reduce to the same as specifying independent log(tp,) 
and a (cf. Chapter 14 of Meeker and Escobar 1998). 
3.9 Weibull Life Test with Given Shape Parameter 
In this section, we will use the large sample approximation approach proposed in 
Section 3.3 to study the Weibull Type II censoring case when the shape parameter is 
given, and compare the results to those in Zhang and Meeker (2002). 
Suppose the interest of experimenter is the same as in Section 3.4: the quantile 
of interest is p = 0.10, significant level is a = 0.05, and the precision is specified in 
terms of credibility interval precision factor for tp so that the g(-) function is of the form 
(3.2). The prior information, on the other hand, is different from the previous sections. 
Because the Weibull shape parameter (3 is given, with a = 1//3, the sev distribution 
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scale parameter is given, so that the Fisher information matrix (for Type II censoring) 
in (3.8) is independent on any prior parameters. Therefore, criterion (3.6) reduces to the 
precision factor based on the posterior distribution, without the preposterior expectation 
needed (e.g., the posterior distribution precision factor does not depend on the data). 
This is a similar property to the LSAPPF criterion in Zhang and Meeker (2002), which 
was derived from the posterior distribution. With /J, = log(77) where 77 is the Weibull 
scale parameter, Var(/z) ~ ctr. So the prior precision matrix in this case becomes 
s _,  =  i /M) 0 
0 oc 
Then from the matrix calculation in expression (3.6), it can be shown that 
LSAPPF =  exp  ( z !_ q / 2  [0 2 nfn (p c )  +  cv~ 2 ]  ~ 1 / 2 )  
= exp (zi_q/2 [r /3 2  + cv~ 2 } - I / 2 )  ,  
where nfn (p c )  =  r , the number of failures, can be derived from the log likelihood, and 
it is consistent with the computation from LSINF (Escobar and Meeker 1994). We can 
see that this criterion does not depend on p, the quantile of interest or the prior mean 
of 77, as with the LSAPPF in Zhang and Meeker (2002). In addition, if cvn = 00 the 
resulting criterion is exactly the same as the one used in non-Bayesian approach, derived 
and compared with the Bayesian approach in Zhang and Meeker (2002). Figure 3.5 gives 
comparisons with the LSAPPF criterion proposed in Zhang and Meeker (2002) for some 
other crib's. The planning solutions from these two criteria are shown to be very close. 
The slight differences when sample size is small is because the LSAPPF in Zhang and 
Meeker (2002) uses the exact posterior distribution while in this paper criterion (3.6) 
uses a large sample approximate posterior distribution. The agreement of criterion (3.6) 
for existing results for the Weibull distribution with a given shape parameter cases is 
therefore established. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of LSAPPF criterion for t p  proposed in Zhang and 
Meeker (2002) and the criterion proposed in this work Sec­
tion 3.3, when the Weibull shape parameter /3 is given and 
a = 0.05. 
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3.10 Simulation Approach 
In Section 3.3 a large sample approximation is proposed to numerically solve the 
Bayesian life test design problem, defined with the Bayes criterion (3.1). An alternative 
way to evaluate criterion (3.1), as commonly used in a broad range of statistical applica­
tions, is to use a simulation-based approach. Because of the complexity of this Bayesian 
design problem, it involves simulating posterior distributions as well as simulating the 
preposterior expectation, and is therefore computationally intensive. The simulation 
method provides a tool for validation as well as for evaluation and improvement of test 
plans obtained from other methods, without the use of any approximation. 
For the Bayesian life test design problem described in Section 3.2, to evaluate the 
criterion C(D) in (3.1) with a given design D, we use the following algorithm: 
Simulation Algorithm 
1. Draw m random samples of the model parameters 0i, ..., 0m from the prior dis­
tribution u)(0\(3). 
2. For each of the simulated model parameters 0j, draw n, random samples tn, .... 
tin,, with appropriate size and censoring for each tl} defined by design D, from 
the lifetime distribution <t>(£|0, D). The joint (tij,0i) (i = 1 = 1,..., n*), 
a r e  t h e n  r a n d o m  s a m p l e s  f r o m  t h e  j o i n t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  ( t ,  0 ) ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  t t ]  
( i  =  1 , . . . ,  r a ;  j  =  1 , . . . ,  n , )  a r e  r a n d o m  s a m p l e s  f r o m  t h e  m a r g i n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t .  
3. For each simulated lifetime sample ty, compute the posterior variance of the log 
quantile of interest and therefore the posterior precision measure 
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4. Compute the criterion C(D)  as the sample mean of these simulated posterior 
precision measure values. That is, 
m 
C(D)  = (Var0|(|ogt^ 0(logtp)) / 
i  j  t= i  
In Step 3 of this simulation algorithm, the posterior variance needs to be calcu­
lated for each simulated lifetime sample, which is an inference problem. Because of the 
censored lifetime data, there is no closed form for the calculation. A Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is employed here to obtain the samples from the poste­
rior distribution, and the posterior variance is approximated by the sample variance of 
these posterior samples. Because no conjugate distribution is available, the Metropolis 
algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953) is used to simulate the Markov chain process. In 
the following we briefly describe the Metropolis algorithm and its application in the 
Bayesian life test design problem. More detailed and general theories and applications 
for the Metropolis algorithm and MCMC methods can be found in a wide range of 
literature, for example, in Chapter 11 of Gelman et al. (1995). 
To draw random samples from a (posterior) distribution p{0 \ t ) ,  the Metropolis algo­
rithm produces a Markov chain and it contains the following process: 
Metropolis Algorithm 
1. Start from an initial value 0^°K 
2. At ith iteration: 
(a) Randomly draw a new 0* from a symmetric jumping distribution J(S*|fl(,-1)). 
(b) Compute the acceptance probability r  = min I , 1 
\ p ( a  1 1 )  
(c) Set 0l = 0* with probability r, and set 0l = with probability 1 — r .  
-
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3. Under fairly general conditions, after sufficient iterations the Markov chain con­
verges to the stationary distribution, which is the (posterior) distribution p(0\t).  
Based on the Metropolis algorithm the posterior variance is then approximated by the 
sample variance of the converged Markov chain. In censored life test problem, there is no 
closed form for the posterior distribution p(0\t), but because the posterior distribution is 
proportional to the likelihood x prior, the posterior ratio in Step 2.(b) of the Metropolis 
algorithm can then be evaluated in terms of the likelihood and prior: 
p(0'\ t)  _ L(0'\ t)  x u>(0'\ /3) 
p(0 { t~ l ) \ t)  L(0 { ,~ l ) \ t)  x uj(0 { ,-1 ) \(3) '  
The acceptance probability r in Step 2.(b) of the Metropolis algorithm represents this 
ratio of relative importance between the posterior density at the candidate value 0* and 
the posterior density at the previous value 0^~lK The higher this relative importance 
is, the higher probability with which the candidate value is accepted as the next value, 
and otherwise the previous value is retained. The Markov chain is thus constructed. 
In the Metropolis algorithm the form of the jumping distribution J(0" |0(,_l)) is not 
particularly important as long as it is symmetric. To make a good and efficient sample 
from the (posterior) distribution, one commonly used jumping distribution in Bayesian 
analysis is a normal distribution Norm(0^l-l\ V), in which the variance-covariance ma­
trix V is chosen so that the acceptance rate in the Markov chain is 20% — 45% (a looser 
acceptance rate 15% —50% sometimes is also acceptable). The acceptance rate is defined 
as the number of iterations in which a new candidate value is accepted divided by the 
total number of iterations in the Markov chain. One good choice of this matrix is to set 
V = cV*, where c ~ 5.76/d and d is the number of parameters (dimension of 0), and V* 
is approximated by the variance at the posterior maximum, which can be numerically 
computed. For more details see Chapter 11 of Gelman et al. (1995). In the simulation 
procedure of the Bayesian life test design problem, because the computation of posterior 
variance of the simulated data through the Metropolis algorithm needs to be run 53 nt 
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times, which is relatively computationally intensive, we found the following approach in 
determining V* is useful to make the computation simple and the simulation efficient: 
• Use the large sample approximate posterior variance obtained in Section 3.3 to 
approximate V', and 
• Use simulated prior values to approximate the posterior maximum, or in case 
the simulated data is skewed from the prior values, use simple estimation values 
from the simulated data to approximate the posterior maximum, in which the 
distribution of the data is first linearized and then regression estimators of the 
model parameters is obtained and used. 
We found this simplification works reasonably well in the design simulations. The ap­
proximated posterior maximum can also be used as the initial value 0(o) of the Metropolis 
algorithm. 
In the following section, we provide the design solutions for the same design prob­
lem as in Section 3.4 to illustrate the described simulation approach and compare the 
solutions with the ones obtained from large sample approximation. 
3.11 Comparison of the Simulation Approach and the Large 
Sample Approximation Approach 
Suppose that the same setup and design problem in Section 3.4 are of interest. We 
compute the value of the preposterior precision factor (i.e., criterion (3.1) with g in 
the form of (3.2)) for a given design using the following specifications in the simulation 
algorithm and the Metropolis algorithm: 
• Random samples from prior distribution: m = 2000. 
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• For each simulated prior values, sample data: n* = 2 (in the computations, for a 
small number of cases n* = 3), with each simulated data having given D = (n, r) 
lifetime information. 
• For each simulated data set, the Metropolis algorithm contains 4000 iterations and 
the last 2000 iterations are used for calculation (the first 2000 iterations are not 
used to make sure the algorithm converges). 
In most cases, the samples from these specifications provide reasonable representations 
of the distribution space and yield fairly accurate results, within practical amount of 
computing time. 
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the resulting relationship between the design speci­
fications and the criterion values from the simulations, for two different prior situations 
and sample sizes of up to 1,000. Sample sizes above 1,000 are rarely available in practical 
problems and the computational needs become much more intensive. We limit values of 
the precision factor to no larger than 3.0 because higher values lack practical application. 
We also include the results from the large sample approximation in the figures in solid 
lines to compare with the results from the simulations. We can see from the figures that, 
overall, the results from the two approaches are fairly consistent, implying that the large 
sample approximation in general provides reasonably accurate answers, besides its ease 
of computation. This is true especially for larger samples. For the problem discussed 
here, the differences of the two approaches are typically less than 4% in terms of the 
criterion value of the same design, when the sample size is greater than 100 (and the 
number of failures is not too small). The differences decrease to be less than 1% when 
the sample size become larger than 200 to 300. In terms of sample size for the same 
estimation precision, the differences between the two approaches are generally less than 
10% for sample sizes larger than 100. The differences can be small even for smaller 
sample sizes when there is a higher proportion of failures (larger number of failures). 
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E(o) = 1. r„A, = 1 ( Stdev( o) = 1 ) 
pc = 0.1 
O Simulation 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Preposterior precision factor 
E(o) = 1, r* .  =  1 ( Sldev( a)  = 1 ) 
Pc = 09 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Preposterior precision factor 
3.0 
3.0 
Figure 3.6 Comparison of the design solutions between the simulation ap­
proach and the large sample approximation approach, for smaller 
amount of prior information. 
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E(o) = 1, raii = 100 ( Stdev( o) = 0.1 ) 
p. = 0.01 
E(o) = 1, r0A| = 100 ( Stdev( a) = 0.1 ) 
Pc = 0.1 
Simulation 
1.5 2.0 2.5 
Preposterior precision factor 
E(o) = 1. rtfl = 100 ( Stdev( o) = 0.1 ) 
Pc = 0.5 
3.0 1.0 IS 20 2.5 
Preposterior precision factor 
E(o) = 1, r„A, = 100 ( Stdev( o) = 0.1 ) 
Pc = 0.9 
1.5 2.0 2.5 
Preposterior precision factor 
3.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Preposterior precision factor 
3.0 
3.0 
Figure 3.7 Comparison of the design solutions between the simulation ap­
proach and the large sample approximation approach, for larger 
amount of prior information. 
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This effect is particularly strong for the cases with a large amount of prior information, 
where a small number of failures will give a good estimation. As seen in Figure 3.7, for 
pc = 0.9, the difference between the two approaches is 0.7% in the criterion value even 
with only 10 samples under test. 
When the number of failures is small (such as the cases in the upper-left plot of 
Figure 3.7 and the cases with small sample sizes in other plots of Figure 3.6 and Fig­
ure 3.7), the two approaches differ from each other because the normal approximation 
for the posterior distribution becomes inadequate. Also, there is an effect of rounding 
from a continuous design (the number of failures is considered to be continuous in the 
large sample approximation approach) to a discrete design, and the sampling error in 
simulations becomes larger. In situations involving a small number of failures, the sim­
ulation approach can be used as a validation tool after an initial design is obtained from 
the easy-to-be-computed large sample approximation. This allows the experimenter to 
assess how much difference is expected in the estimation precision from the experiment, 
and adjust the sample sizes as necessary. 
For an illustration, consider the example in Section 3.7. From the large sample ap­
proximation approach, n = 185 is planned and the LSAPPF is 1.5002 with the proposed 
plan. From the simulation approach, this sample size gives the preposterior precision 
factor equal to 1.5025. Therefore, the proposed plan is expected to provide the esti­
mation precision, on average, that is only 0.17% higher than the required level. This 
calibrates the life test plan obtained from the large sample approximation. Suppose that 
the sample size needs to be further adjusted. One simple way of doing this is to use 
the large sample approximation, suggesting that only n = 183 is needed for a precision 
factor of 1.5025, which is a 1.1% difference in sample size between the two approaches. 
This suggests using n = 187 to compute the criterion value again using the simulations. 
With only a few iterations, one finds that with n = 190 the simulations provide the 
preposterior precision factor equal to 1.4941. 
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3.12 Concluding Remarks and Areas for Future Research 
We have presented the Bayesian design methods for life testing problems. A Bayes 
criterion based on the estimation precision of a quantile of interest is provided. Two 
numerical approaches are described to evaluate the Bayes criterion and solve the design 
problem. One is the large sample approximation approach and one is the simulation 
approach. These approaches are shown as valid for fairly general situations in life testing 
design when prior information is available and Bayesian method is appropriate to apply, 
which are important and common cases in practice. For the large sample approximation 
approach, the criterion is easy to compute and it gives quick yet valid and easy-to-
interpret life test solutions. In the simulation approach, the computation is relatively 
intensive, but the criterion can be computed without approximation. The simulation 
approach can be used as a validation tool after a life test plan is obtained from the large 
sample approximation. 
Accelerated life test (ALT) design is another important problem in reliability study, 
related to the single distribution life testing problem discussed here but including addi­
tional regression models. When prior information is available, how to incorporate the 
prior into a more efficient design and how to obtain a quick and valid design solution 
in ALT is also an important issue in practice. The optimum design problem determines 
test levels and allocations, which is slightly different than life test design problem de­
scribed here. The large sample approximation and simulation described in this paper, 
however, should be valuable for exploration for the ALT problem also. The exploration 
of these approaches as well as their validations in ALT design is the interesting further 
work after this paper. 
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4 BAYESIAN OPTIMUM DESIGN FOR ACCELERATED 
LIFE TESTS 
Yao Zhang and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
This paper describes a Bayesian optimum design method for accelerated life tests with 
one accelerating variable, when the acceleration model is linear in the parameters, based 
on censored data from a log-location-scale distribution. We develop a Bayes criterion 
based on the estimation precision of a distribution quantile at a specified use condition 
and use this criterion to find the optimum designs for the tests. A large-sample nor­
mal approximation provides an easy-to-interpret yet useful simplification to this design 
problem. We present a numerical example using the Weibull distribution with Type I 
censoring to illustrate the method and to examine the effects of the prior, censoring, and 
sample size. The general equivalence theorem for the proposed criterion is used to verify 
that the numerically optimized designs are globally optimal. The resulting optimum 
designs are also evaluated by using simulation. 
Key words: c-optimality; Censored data; Equivalence theorem; Life data; Life test 




4.1.1 Background and Motivation 
Accelerated life tests (ALTs) are widely used in reliability studies. Because many 
modern high-reliability components are expected to perform their proper functions for 
a very long time (e.g., years), simply testing these components under use conditions 
will usually yield little failure information within practical time and cost constraints. 
Accelerating variables, such as temperature, voltage, and/or pressure, are often applied 
to obtain failures more rapidly and the resulting data at the higher stresses are used to 
estimate, through extrapolation with an appropriate acceleration model, the life distri­
bution of the component at specified use conditions. Under time and cost constraints, 
the data from ALTs are usually censored, with either Type I censoring (stopping tests 
within a certain amount time) or Type II censoring (stopping tests with a certain pro­
portion of failures). Careful design of the ALTs is important to allow the most efficient 
use of limited resources: time, test units and test facilities. Typically, ALT plans specify 
the levels of the accelerating variable and the allocation of available test units to these 
levels. With certain design criteria, such as the estimation precision of a particular 
characteristic of the life distribution at use conditions, optimization can be employed 
to find optimum test plans. Optimum test plans provide insight needed to obtain good 
practical test plans. 
Optimum ALT plans usually depend on the underlying model and its parameters. 
Such optimum plans are called "locally optimum" plans. Locally optimum plans require 
"planning values" of the model parameters. When "prior" information on the model 
parameters is available, Bayesian methods can be used to combine the prior information 
with data to provide more precision. For design purposes, the available prior informa­
tion can also be used to provide optimum designs. This paper describes the Bayesian 
methods for the ALT planning problem and provides optimum designs appropriate for 
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the situations when such prior information is available and is to be used in both design 
and inference. 
Distributions in the log-location-scale family, such as the Weibull and lognormal dis­
tributions. are used extensively in reliability studies. Many acceleration models are also 
available and widely used in ALT as appropriate in practice for a broad range of sys­
tems and components, based on the physical/chemical or empirical failure mechanisms. 
See Nelson (1990), Tobias and Trindade (1995). and Meeker and Escobar (1998). For 
example, the Arrhenius time-acceleration relationship from physical chemistry is used 
widely to describe the effect that temperature has on life. This paper develops Bayesian 
optimum designs for commonly-used ALT models in which the location parameter of a 
log-location-scale distribution is a linear function of a possibly transformed acceleration 
variable. 
4.1.2 Related Work 
Chapter 6 of Nelson (1990), Chapter 7 of Tobias and Trindade (1995). and Chap­
ter 20 of Meeker and Escobar (1998) describe the most important methods and re­
sults for planning ALTs in the traditional non-Bayesian approach, and outline much of 
the related literature in this area. In the non-Bayesian approaches. Meeker and Nel­
son (1975) present optimum ALTs for Weibull and extreme value distributions. Nelson 
and Kielpinski (1976) and Nelson and Meeker (1978) develop theory for optimum ALT 
planning for normal (lognormal) and Weibull (extreme value) distributions, respectively. 
Meeker (1984) compares ALT plans for Weibull and lognormal distributions in Type I 
censoring cases. Escobar and Meeker (1986) describe the methods for ALT planning 
when using Type II censoring. Escobar and Meeker (1994) provide an algorithm for 
computing the Fisher information matrix for the commonly-used log-location-scale dis­
tributions and left and right censoring. Meeter and Meeker (1994) develop methods for 
optimum ALTs for the case when the spread parameter is a log-linear function of the 
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(transformed) accelerating variable. Escobar and Meeker (1995) provide ALT planning 
methods for two or more accelerating variables. 
ALT planning methods using prior information and Bayesian techniques have also 
been explored in the previous work. Chaloner and Lamtz (1992) present ALT designs 
when using prior distribution for the uncertainty of model parameters in design (but not 
in inference), and considering weighted Weibull and lognormal distributions, weighted 
linear and quadratic models, and a distribution of quantiles of interest. Poison (1993) 
describes a general decision-theory consideration of the ALT Bayesian design problem. 
A general preposterior expected utility function is presented and the problem with 
informat ion-based utility function is studied. Verdinelli, Poison, and Singpurwalla (1993) 
describe ALT Bayesian design methods for predictions using utility functions based on 
Shannon information. Erkanli and Soyer (2000) present optimum ALT Bayesian designs 
for the exponential lifetime distribution with no censoring, by adopting the curve-fitting 
optimization approaches developed by M tiller and Parmigiani (1995) and Millier (2000). 
General optimum design methods and techniques have been widely studied in the 
past. Many books, such as Fedorov (1972) and Atkinson (1992), provide detailed de­
scription of many of the techniques, and present much of the literature, which are not re­
iterated here. It is worth mentioning that Whittle (1973) develop a general equivalence 
theorem for the case of a concave criterion function for linear problems. Chaloner and 
Larntz (1989) extend and utilize the theorem by Whittle (1973) for nonlinear problems, 
and study the application in optimum Bayesian design for logistic regressions. Chaloner 
and Verdinelli (1995) give a broad review on the general Bayesian design problems. 
Useful Bayesian design methods are also present in literature for other problems. For 
example, Clyde, Millier, and Parmigiani (1995) describe the Bayesian design methods 
for heart defibrillators, under a logistic regression model. They use a utility function 
based on preposterior expectation and large sample approximation for the fixed-point 
designs as well as sequential designs. 
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4.1.3 Overview 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
• Section 4.2 describes the Bayesian ALT design problem and provides the Bayes 
criterion for the ALT design. 
• Section 4.3 presents a large-sample approximation which gives a useful simplifica­
tion for the Bayesian ALT design problem. 
• Section 4.4 reviews the general equivalence theorem by Whittle (1973) and de­
scribes its application in the Bayesian ALT design problem. 
• Section 4.5 illustrates the use of the Bayesian ALT design method through an 
important numerical application, where the Weibull distribution with Type I cen­
soring is considered and the prior distribution for the slope of the acceleration 
model is informative. 
• Section 4.6 investigates the effects of prior information on the slope parameter, 
censoring, and sample size on the Bayesian optimum designs, based on the example 
in Section 4.5. 
• Section 4.7 compares the Bayesian optimum design with the traditional non-
Bayesian optimum design. 
• Section 4.8 uses simulation to assess the Bayesian ALT optimum designs. 
• Section 4.9 provides some concluding remarks and suggests areas for further re­
search. 
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4.2 The Bayesian ALT Design Problem 
An ALT is typically conducted to study one or a small number of well-understood 
failure mechanisms. In a typical ALT experiment, samples are tested at higher than 
usual levels of an accelerating variable. Estimates of life at use conditions are obtained 
by using an acceleration model. Estimating a particular lower quantile of the lifetime 
distribution at use conditions, such as the 0.10 quantile, is often the goal of the ALT 
experiment. For test planning purposes, it is reasonable to use a Bayes ALT criterion 
based on the estimation precision of this quantile of interest in log scale (because it is a 
positive quantity). Then the test plan can be chosen to optimize the criterion, subject 
to a constraint on testing resources (time and number of test units). 
4.2.1 The Model 
Suppose that for a specific level of accelerating variables the underlying lifetime 
distribution of the component to be tested is a member of the log-location-scale family, 
with cdf 
a 
where 0 is a standardized cdf, and fi and a are the location and scale parameters 
respectively. For example, using the smallest extreme value (SEV) distribution <Jsev(-) = 
1 — exp[— exp(z)] implies that the lifetimes have a Weibull distribution. Using the 
standard normal 4>nor(z) implies a lognormal distribution. 
Let Xi denote level i of the (possibly transformed) accelerating variable. Commonly 
used acceleration models can be expressed as /z* = 7o + 7iiz, where 70 and ji are un­
known parameters, and a does not depend on the level of the accelerating variable. In 
practice, the proposed acceleration model only describes the underlying failure mecha­
nism adequately within a certain range of x, up to a highest allowable level xh- Testing 
beyond this level will lead to a breakdown of the described acceleration model, usually 
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because of fundamental changes in the failure mechanism. Therefore, in ALT experi­
ments, the experimental region is between the use level xu and xH. For simplicity, the 
accelerating variable level is often standardized as & = (x, — xu)/{xh — xy). such that 
the experimental region of £ is in the range [0,1]. Thus, in terms of the standardized 
variable level the acceleration model can be expressed as 
Hi = Po + Pi£i (0 < & < 1), 
where (Pq,Pi)T is a re-parameterization of ( 7 o , 7 i)t with fiu = Po representing the 
location parameter of the lifetime distribution at xy, and hh = Po + Pi representing the 
location parameter of the lifetime distribution at Xh- Because £ is an increasing function 
of the accelerating variable, is negative, indicating that the reliability decreases as £ 
increases. 
4.2.2 The Prior Distribution 
The ALT model is described through the unknown parameters 0 — (/30. a. pi)T. In a 
Bayesian framework, the available prior information is quantified in terms of a joint prior 
distribution for these unknown parameters, denoted by u/(0|/3), where (3 is a given vector 
of hyperparameters. In practice, prior information is usually specified or elicited from 
an engineer using parameters that are approximately independent. In ALT studies, 
the parameters 9° = (log(tpo(xu)),(T, pi)T can be used. Here tpo(x,j) is a particular 
quan t i l e  o f  the  l i f e t ime  d i s t r ibu t ion  a t  use  cond i t ion  and  p°  i s  chosen  to  make  t p ° (xu)  
approximately independent of a. For example, if prior information is accumulated on 
the basis of heavily censored experiments and field studies, a small quantile of the failure 
time distribution will be approximately independent of a. 
The slope Pi depends on the particular acceleration mechanism and prior information 
can be expected to be approximately independent of tpo(xu) and a. Thus, the prior 
information can be independently specified in terms of the parameters 6°, which is a 
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re-parameterization of the model parameters 9 ,  
9° = G9. (4.1) 
where 
1 $~l(p°) 0 
G = 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
and <&-1(p°) is the p° quantile of the standardized (log-)location-scale distribution. 
The (independent) distribution forms for 9°  can be chosen according to the experi­
menter's knowledge. Usually the design results are not highly sensitive to the particular 
shape of the prior distribution. In the numerical investigations presented later in this 
paper, we use the independent normal distributions for log{tp°{xv)), log(cr) and log(— 0\) 
(note that —3\ is positive) to represent the prior information. The prior distribution 
u){9\(3) can then be determined from the re-parameterization (4.1). 
4.2.3 The Bayes Design Criterion 
The logarithm of the p quantile of interest is 
log(Ép(Z(/)) = A* (Z +$ (p)<7 = C 9 ,  
where 
c= [l ,*- 1 (p) ,0] r .  
Using Bayesian methods, estimation of 9  and log(tp(x{/)) is based on the posterior 
distribution, which combines the prior information with the data t from the experiment. 
Estimation precision can be specified as a decreasing function of the posterior variance. 
T h e  g o a l  o f  t h e  d e s i g n  c a n  b e  s e t  t o  m a x i m i z e  t h i s  p r e c i s i o n .  F o r  a  g i v e n  d e s i g n  D,  
however, the posterior variance depends on the data of the proposed experiment. For 
design purposes, a preposterior expectation of the posterior variance over the marginal 
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distribution of the data can be used to obtain the Bayes criterion. Thus, the Bayes 
criterion for the ALT design is 
C{D)  = -E(logt)|D [Var0|(,ogt) D (log(<„(xv)))] 
= 
-E(!ogt)|D [ cT VarS|(log*).D(e) C ] • (4'2) 
Note that from a decision theory point of view the criterion (4.2) is also a utility function 
defined from the quadratic loss function. Similar Bayesian methods in design problems 
have been suggested by Poison (1993) and Clyde, Millier, and Parmigiani (1995). 
The ALT design problem therefore is to find the levels of the accelerating variables & 
(or Xi) and the allocation of available samples to these levels (in terms of proportion tt, in 
the continuous design perspective) such that the expected estimation precision defined 
by the criterion (4.2) is maximized. 
4.3 Large-Sample Approximation for the Bayesian ALT Design 
Problem 
Criterion (4.2) involves calculation of the posterior variance with censored data and 
the calculation of marginal expectation over all possible data. The solutions are com­
plicated. There are no closed forms available for these design problems. Numerical 
methods, approximations, or simulations need to be applied, and the computations are 
relatively intensive. Large-sample approximations, however, provide a useful solution to 
this problem. 
4.3.1 Posterior Variance 
ALT data are usually censored, resulting in a complicated posterior distribution. 
When sample sizes are reasonably large, however, a normal distribution provides a good 
approximation for the posterior distribution (e.g., see Berger 1985 and Clyde, Millier, and 
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Parmigiani 1995). Then the posterior variance can be expressed as a simple combination 
of information from the prior distribution and the information from the data. Let S-1 
denote the precision matrix of the prior distribution for the model parameters 0 (S being 
the variance-covariance matrix for the prior distribution of 0), and let Iq{D) denote the 
(expected) Fisher information matrix for the proposed experiment given design D. Then 
the posterior variance-covariance matrix for 0 is 
Vare|t D(0)~ [S'1+ /„(£>)] "', (4.3) 
where Îq{D) is evaluated at 0, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of 0. 
The Fisher information Ig{D) in (4.3) quantifies the amount of information obtained 
from the proposed experiment. Therefore, the design D affects the posterior variance 
only through this function. It can be shown (e.g., see Escobar and Meeker 1995) that 
for ALTs the Fisher information has the form 
(4.4) 
where n is the total sample size and 
/n(Ci) /12(G) /u(G)G 
— /1 2(G) / 2 2(G) /v j(G)G ( 4 - 5 )  
/n(G)& /u(G)& /it(G)(? 
is the scaled Fisher information at £. The basic elements fn, fV2, and fn are the 
scaled Fisher information elements for the distribution <ï>, and G is the standardized log 
censoring time at £,. For Type I censoring, 
l°g(*c) — Hi l°g(*c) — Po — 0i G G = 
where tc is the specified censoring time. For Type II censoring, 
(4.6) 
G - $ (Pc . i ) i  (4-7) 
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where pc.j is the specified proportion of failures at Escobar and Meeker (1994) provide 
a fortran subroutine to compute the scaled Fisher information elements /n, /12, and /gg 
for some commonly used (log-)location-scale distributions. 
4.3.2 The Large-Sample Approximate Bayes Criterion 
With the large-sample approximation for the posterior distribution and the posterior 
variance (4.3). the criterion (4.2) for a Bayesian ALT design can be approximated as 
C(D)  « -  f  cT [ s - l  +  i g (D)] ' ' c i ( P {  §)), (4.8) 
where p(0)  is the predictive distribution of the ML estimator 0 .  Because the large-sample 
a p p r o x i m a t e  p o s t e r i o r  v a r i a n c e  d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  d a t a  o n l y  t h r o u g h  t h e  M L  e s t i m a t o r  0 .  
the preposterior expectation of the data can be obtained by taking the expectation over 
p(0). The distribution p(0) can be represented as a convolution of the prior distribution 
of 0 and the distribution arising from estimation of 0 from the data, 
P (0 )  =  J  P (d \0 )u(0 )d (0 ) ,  
but the distribution p(0 \0 )  is generally intractable. As the sample size increases, 0 \0  —» 0  
in distribution, so that p(0) —» the prior distribution w(#). Therefore, the criterion can 
be further approximated from (4.8) as 
C(D)  « -  Jc T [S - l  + I 0 (D)]~ l cd(u (0 ) ) ,  (4.9) 
where the predictive distribution p( 0 )  is approximated by the prior distribution a preposteriori 
for large samples. Similar approximations have also been used in literature for other 
problems (e.g., Clyde, Millier, and Parmigiani 1995). 
We can see in the criterion (4.9) that, in addition to the simplified calculation of the 
posterior variance, the large-sample approximation also reduces the calculation of the 
preposterior expectation to an integration having the dimension of the number of model 
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parameters (3 in this case), instead of an expectation calculation having the dimension 
of the sample size as in (4.2). This allows for an easier computation of the Bayes design 
criterion and provides a useful way to evaluate and optimize Bayesian ALT designs. 
Moreover, the integrand in the criterion in (4.9) is similar to the expression for the 
traditional c-optimum design. Although the problem here is a non-linear problem, the 
general equivalence theorem of Whittle (1973) can be used. For Bayesian optimum design 
problems, the number of design points (the levels of experimental variables in ALT case) 
generally has no upper bound. Thus a sequential numerical search for different number 
of levels must be applied and the general equivalence theorem provides a method to 
verify that the numerically found optimum design is globally optimal or approximately 
globally optimal (e.g., with a number of levels that is less than the optimum number 
of levels, the numerically found optimum criterion value may be near to the globally 
optimum criterion value). 
4.4 General Equivalence Theorem for the Bayesian ALT De­
sign Problem 
This section briefly reviews the general equivalence theorem due to Whittle (1973) 
and its application to the Bayesian ALT design problem. For more detailed discussions of 
the theorem and applications in non-linear design problems, see Dubov (1977), Chaloner 
and Larntz (1989), Atkinson and Donev (1992), and Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995). 
For traditional optimum designs and equivalence theorems for linear problems, see Fe-
dorov (1972). 
The general problem considers the maximization of a concave function C(tj) with 
respect to a probability measure 77 in the set of all probability measures E on X. Define 
the directional derivative of C(T?) at measure 77 in the direction of an alternative measure 
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T) as 
d( r ] ,  T}') = lim C(( 1 - 5)77 + £7?') - C(7?) 
The function C(t?) is termed to be differentiable at 77 if d{q,rf) is linear in 77', and 
where 77= is a one-point measure which has unit mass at a single point x. Let d(r). x) 
denote d(r), qx). In this paper, we refer to d(r), x) as the derivative function at measure 77. 
Then the general equivalence theorem states, in the notation of this paper, the following. 
Theorem (Whittle 1973) 
(I) If C is concave, then an optimal design 77* can be equivalently characterized by any 
of the three conditions: 
(a) 77* maximizes C. 
(b) 77* minimizes supx€X d(r], x). 
(Ill) If C is also differentiable, then the support of 77* is contained in the set of x for 
which d(r]*,x) = 0, in that d{r}*,x) = 0 almost everywhere in 77* measure. 
This theorem was proven by Whittle in the context of linear design problems. However, 
with some additional mild regularity conditions, the proof also applies to more general 
non-linear problems. See Dubov (1977) and Chaloner and Larntz (1989) for more de­
tailed discussions. In Bayesian ALT design, the criterion (4.9), defined on the set of 
all measures D on [0,1], is a concave function (see the Appendix for the proof). Also, 
the criterion satisfies the regularity conditions (e.g., the regularity conditions mentioned 
(c) supxeX d{r)*,x) = 0. 
(II) The point (rf, rf ) is a saddle point of d in that 
d( r ) ' ,T ]  1) < 0 = d( r )* ,  r f )  <  d(r ) 2 , r ) m )  f o r  771,772 €  - .  
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in Chaloner and Larntz 1989 hold here). Therefore, the general equivalence theorem 
applies. The criterion (4.9), when properly transformed, is similar to a specific case of 
the 4>2 design criterion in Chaloner and Larntz (1989). The derivative function of the 
criterion (4.9) is 
d{D.  0 = Jc T V{0 ,  D)V{0 ,  Ds ) - l V{0 ,  D)c  d{u j (0 ) )  + C(D), (4.10) 
where V(0,D) = [S™1 + Iq{D)] 1 and Dç is the one-point design in which all the 
samples are tested at variable level £. Thus, given a particular ALT design D. the 
directional derivative (4.10) can be evaluated for all £ in the standardized experimental 
region [0.1] and properties can be studied in comparison with the Theorem (Ic) and 
(III). This provides a method of verifying whether a particular design is optimal or not. 
4.5 Numerical Example 
This section presents a specific numerical example to illustrate the Bayesian ALT 
design methods developed in previous sections. The example extends Example 20.1 in 
Meeker and Escobar (1998). The ALT with a Weibull distribution and Type I censoring 
is considered. In our example, informative prior information on the slope parameter 
is available. Knowledge of the physical/chemical properties of the failure mechanism 
usually provides such information in practice. 
4.5.1 Description 
Suppose that the engineers responsible for the reliability of a new type of adhesive 
bond need to estimate the p = 0.10 quantile of the lifetime distribution at the usual 
operating temperature of 50°C. A sample of n = 300 units is available and the testing 
time is restricted to 6 months (183 days; so that the log censoring time is log(£c) = 5.2). 
No failures would be expected for testing done at the use temperature. So an ALT 
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using higher than usual temperature (i.e., the temperature acceleration) is proposed to 
accelerate the test. 
The engineers propose that the Weibull distribution is adequate for modelling the 
lifetime distribution, based on the past successful usage for similar adhesive bonds. This 
implies the SEV distribution $ = $seV for the log-lifetime. In addition, based on the 
chemical reaction mechanism the Arrhenius relationship is expected to be adequate to 
describe the temperature acceleration relationship over a range of higher temperature, 
up to 120°C. Above 120°C the model is questionable. Thus, the acceleration model can 
be expressed as fi = 70 + and x = —11605/(temp °C + 273.15), with experimental 
region between xy = —35.9 and z# = —29.5. Here 11605 is the reciprocal of Boltzmann's 
constant in units of electron volts per degree °C and is used so that 71 can be interpreted 
as the activation energy in units of electron volts. 
Because the slope parameter of the acceleration model is a characteristic of a known 
failure mechanism, the engineers could be expected to have useful informative prior 
information available for the slope parameter. Extending Example 20.4 from Meeker and 
Escobar (1998), suppose that, based on previous tests of similar material and similar 
adhesive bonds, the engineers suggest that a mean of 71 = —0.7265 with standard 
deviation 0.08 is a reasonable prior for the current experiment. After standardization, 
this gives a mean of = —4.65 with a standard deviation of 0.5. This prior information 
is to be used in the estimation of the quantile of interest in the current ALT, and also 
provides useful information for design purpose. Therefore, Bayesian design methods 
should be applied. 
For the lifetime distribution prior information, the engineers expect 0.1% of the 
tested bonds to fail in 6 months at 50°C, but there is considerable uncertainty for this 
value. The Weibull shape parameter is thought to be near 1.667 (so that a ~ 1/1.667 = 
0.6), but the engineers also lack precise information about this parameter except that 
the Weibull shape parameter is expected to be greater than 1 (corresponding to an 
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increasing hazard function for the tested bonds). Using the p° = 0.001 quantile of 
the lifetime distribution at use condition and a as the independent parameters, in a 
Bayesian framework, we propose a relatively diffuse prior for log(<p»(x{/)) and a. In the 
calculations, we set mean of log(fpo(xf/)) = 5.2 with standard deviation 1.5, meaning a 
95% probability region for the 0.001 quantile roughly being 10 days to 9.4 years. The 
mean of a is set to be 0.6 with standard deviation 0.2, meaning a 95% probability 
region for the Weibull shape parameter roughly being between 1 and 3.3. This is also a 
relatively wide range for a Weibull shape parameter in real problems involving adhesives 
that fail from chemical degradation. Appropriate normal distribution forms are used to 
represent the log(<po(xf/)), log(<r), and log(—/?i) prior information respectively. 
4.5.2 Numerical Search for Optimum Design 
Criterion (4.9) can be used to find the optimum design for the described ALT ex­
periment. With the particular problem specifications, the criterion is a function of the 
design D. where for each given D the criterion value is a 3-dimensional integration over 
0. Numerical methods need to be applied for the optimization of this integration of 
non-linear functions. Because no upper bound is available for the number of variable 
levels k in the optimum design, we search for the design maximizing the criterion by 
doing a sequence of fixed-A: optimizations (named Appoint designs), increasing k as nec­
essary. For each t-point design, a specific design space is constructed in terms of tt, and 
£,, i = 1,..., k, with constraints 53^ = 1 and 0 < < 1. (For designs with k > 1, 
we place the k points in such an order that the lowest point is at Çl, the highest point 
is at £//, and denoting the middle points by at < ÇA/2 < ... < ÇM,*.—2 as appropri­
ate.) The criterion is maximized over the design space. In practical ALT experiments, 
the censoring at the use condition is usually heavy, as in this example (so that ALT is 
needed). This generally implies that one of the optimum design points is the highest 
allowable variable level (£h = 1). Therefore, we define £h — 1 as a fixed level to reduce 
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Figure 4.1 Contour plot of the two-point ALT designs showing the cali­
brated criterion C(Ç^,, Hl)/\ maxC(Ç^, nL)\ as a function of ^ 5L-T£. 
and 7rL, when £// = 1 is fixed. The marked point is the place 
where the criterion reaches the maximum value. 
the optimization space for each A:-point design. Whether the reduction provides an opti­
mized À>point design or not can be verified by optimizing over the (k + l)-point designs 
with TTff = 0 to see if £ju.fc_t = 1. 
Figure 4.1 shows a contour plot of the calibrated criterion C(€&, n L ) / \  max .C(Çl, 7r£,)| Cl.tl 
when optimizing over two-point designs (k = 2). This contour plot is constructed over 
the two-dimensional space of & and ttl. Because Çn = 1 is fixed and 7T// = 1 — ttl is 
constrained, the two-point optimization problem has two degrees of freedom and can be 
specified as finding the optimized combination of ^ and ttl to maximize the criterion. 
The '+' point in Figure 4.1 indicates the position of the maximum found at ££ = 0.671 
and tt*l = 0.501, having the criterion value —0.151024. This optimized two-point design 
of the ALT experiment, denoted as D*, is given in Table 4.1. 
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In three-point designs (k  =  3), with the same constraints for £// and i r H ,  the opti­
mization problem has four degrees of freedom and can be specified as optimizing the 
lower and middle points. Figure 4.2 gives a profile maximum contour plot for the 
three-point optimizations. The profile is constructed in the two-dimensional space of 
and nL. The surface is the calibrated criterion maximized over the middle point 
Cp(^ 7tl)/\ maxCp«L,7rL)|, where C p {Çl,irl) = max Cfo, kl ,  i r M )  with the con-
ÇL.TL .TA/ 
straints that Çl < Ç\t < £h = 1 and 0 < ttA/ < (1 — nL). Figure 4.2 shows that, instead 
of having a point maximum as in the two-point contour plot, there is an "L"-shaped 
ridge (shown as the dotted lines) along which the criterion is at its maximum. Along 
the ridge, irL = 0 when ^ is lower than a particular ££ and E,l = £2 when iti is lower 
than a particular tt£. In this case ££ and ir*L have the same values as in Table 4.1, and 
all the points on the ridge correspond to the same reduced two-point design where only 
one lower level appears at £ = £* and the allocation at the level is tt = tt*. When 
•kl = 0, there is no allocation to the lower point and the problem is a reduced two-point 
optimization problem. When Çl = the middle point collapses with the lower level 
to achieve the optimality, a reduced two-point optimization as well. This implies that, 
with respect to criterion (4.9), a reduced two-point design is found to be optimal within 
the class of three-point designs. The optimized design is found again as D* in Table 4.1, 
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Figure 4.2 Profile maximum contour plot of the three-point ALT 
designs showing the calibrated criterion maximized 
over the middle point, CP{^L, maxCp(^, -nL)\ with 
Cp((iL,irL) = max C(£t, ÇAI, 7TA/), as a function of ÇL and 
<A/•"'A/ 
7T£,, when Çh = 1 is fixed and constraints and 
53 7Tj = 1 apply. The dotted line indicates a ridge on which 
Cp(£,l,kl) reaches the maximum value, according to a reduced 
two-point design. 
We can also see from Figure 4.2 that in this particular example, the criterion value is 
fairly flat near the maximum. For example, at a three-point design with Ç = 0.5,0.7,1.0 
and allocation TT = 0.1,0.4,0.5 respectively, the criterion value is —0.151562, only a 
0.4% difference from the maximum. While the optimized two-point design is obviously 
better than one-point designs (with criterion maximized as —0.243533 at £ = 0.847), 
the optimized two-point design is only slightly better than the three-point designs in the 
nearby region of the optimum design. Nevertheless, the reduction to a two-point design 
from a three-point optimization suggests that the optimized two-point design may be a 
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global optimum design (it is still possible, although doubtful, that the global optimum 
design might have number of levels higher than three). Therefore, for the given ALT 
problem, the experiment, denoted as D*, should be performed according to Table 4.1, 
to obtain the maximum precision overall for estimating t.i(xu) based on the specified 
model and prior information. 
4.5.3 Derivative Function at the Optimum Design 
The general equivalence theorem in Section 4.4 can be used to verify the global 
optimality of the design D* obtained numerically, in terms of the derivative function 
d(D*,Ç) in (4.10) of the criterion (4.9) evaluated at D*. Figure 4.3 illustrates how this 
function d(D".X) varies with £ in the standardized experimental region [0,1]. VVe can 
see that indeed d(D*, Ç) has the maximum value of 0, satisfying the Theorem (Ic). Also, 
the maximum value of 0 is achieved at the two design levels Çl and of D*. satisfying 
the property of an optimum design stated in the Theorem (III). Thus, according to the 
general equivalence theorem, the D* in Table 4.1 is an optimum design. 
4.6 Further Investigation 
4.6.1 Effect of Prior Information on the Slope Parameter 
For simple linear regression with Type I censoring, non-Bayesian optimum designs 
generally have two points (see Meeker and Nelson 1975 and Meeker and Escobar 1998 
Chapter 20). When the slope parameter is given, however, testing the entire sample at 
xH will give the most precision because it has the smallest probability of censoring. In 
the extreme case of a given slope parameter, has perfect prior precision so that 
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Figure 4.3 Derivative function d(D*,  Ç) of the criterion (4.9) at the obtained 
optimum design D*. 
where S(al . is the prior precision matrix for (/?0, <r)T. The criterion (4.9) then reduces (/30.<r) 
to 
C(D)  = - J  [l,*-'(p)] [SfsL,,+/(*.„,(D)]™' d(w(A),tr)), (4.11) 




Increasing the standardized censoring time Ç will increase the information reflected in 
I(n,a) for a single distribution $(//, <r) (in terms of any inner product of nonzero vectors 
for the positive definite matrix). Thus, for any possible (0o,(r)T, the criterion (4.11) is 
maximized when all samples are tested at £ = 1, where ( is as large as possible (see 
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(4.6)). This results in a one-point optimum design at xu, which is consistent with the 
non-Bayesian given-slope optimum design results. 
With less prior information, the prior distribution becomes more diffuse. Figure 4.4 
gives a visualization, for the particular example in Section 4.5, showing how the optimum 
ALT design is affected by the different amount of prior information on the slope param­
eter. Contour plots of C{^l.t:l)/\ max C(Çt, ^l)\ from two-point designs are shown as 
the prior precision on the slope parameter in terms of the coefficient of variation (CV) 
cv0l varies. With a fairly diffuse prior distribution (e.g., when cvpl = 0.5 with a 95% 
prior interval of [1.6,10.5] on &{), we found that the optimum design is still a two-point 
design, with more than two thirds of the samples allocated to the lower variable level. 
As prior information on t3\ becomes more informative, (cupx becomes smaller), tt^ also 
becomes smaller and more samples are allocated to the higher variable levels, taking 
advantage of the information on 0i and allowing the accumulation of more information 
from the higher proportion of failures at the higher variable levels. In the extremum. Çl 
approaches £// = 1 and approaches 0, concentrating all testing at E,h = 1 Indeed, 
before reaching this extreme, when cvpl decreases to ~ 2%, within practical accuracy 
the optimum design becomes a one-point test at xu. See Figure 4.5 for the derivative 
function at this one-point optimum design. 
WTien the prior information becomes even more diffuse than the examples shown in 
Figure 4.4, because of lack of information in design, it is possible to have optimum designs 
with more than two points under some circumstances but such diffuse prior situations 
are uncommon in practice. Also, the surface of the more-than-two-point designs in these 
cases are usually somewhat flat and the criterion values near optimum are close to the 
criterion value optimized in two-point design. The optimum (approximate optimum) 
design is typically a two-point design in most cases using prior information. 
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Figure 4.4 Contour plots of C(Çl, kl)/\ maxC(^, -kl)\ in two-point ALT 
designs showing the change of the optimum design when the 
prior coefficient of variation on pi decreases. 
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Figure 4.5 Derivative function d(D*,Ç)  of the criterion (4.9) at the 
one-point optimum design allocating all units to £// = 1. 
4.6.2 Effect of Censoring 
Censoring in ALT experiments plays an important role in determining the optimum 
design. Without censoring it would be natural to put all samples under test at xu to 
avoid the estimation variation from the slope parameter (unless the slope parameter is 
given). Table 4.2 gives the optimum designs for a few different censoring times, with the 
particular setup in Section 4.5. With very light censoring (essentially no censoring), the 
optimum design is a one-point design at xy (ÇL = 0). With heavy censoring, the optimum 
designs are two-point designs, and less censoring leads to lower and more samples 
allocated to E,l- The optimum design changes in this way because, with less censoring, 
more failures are available and optimum precision is gained with more samples allocated 
to a lower reducing the variation from the uncertainty of the slope parameter. In the 
example we found that, even with fairly light censoring (e.g., up to 2 years of test time 
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Table 4.2 Two-point optimum ALT designs for different censoring times tc 
(as well as the values of log(Zc) and the expected standardized log 
censoring time Ç(x(/) evaluated at prior means), with the setup 
in Section 4.5 
Two-Point Optimum Design 
tc log ((c) QM Sl Of 
91 (3 Months) 4.5 -8.1 0.71 0.38 1.00 0.62 
183 (6 Months) 5.2 -6.9 0.67 0.50 1.00 0.50 
730 (2 Years) 6.6 -4.6 0.57 0.66 1.00 0.34 
Large 103 1.7 x 103 0.00 1.00 
for this example), the optimum designs are still two-point designs. When the censoring 
gets even lighter (e.g., when the censoring time approaches the mean of the log-lifetime 
distribution at use conditions), the optimum designs with more than two points can 
appear and £// = 1 may no longer be optimum. However, these cases are uncommon in 
real ALTs (which are usually heavily censored at use conditions) and have less practical 
interest. 
4.6.3 Effect of Sample Size 
From criterion (4.9) we can see that the sample size n. relative to the amount of 
prior information, also plays a role in inference (and thus the design as well). The larger 
the sample size, the more information the current experiment provides and the smaller 
the effect the prior information has in inference. The optimum design therefore changes 
accordingly with sample size in order to make the most precise inference. Table 4.3 
gives the two-point optimum designs for different sample sizes, based on the example 
in Section 4.5. Table 4.3 shows that, as the sample size increases, more samples are 
allocated to This is because the relative effect of the prior information on the 
slope parameter is smaller in inference as the sample size increases. This causes a higher 
proportion of samples to be allocated to Çt, for optimized precision in order to reduce the 
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Table 4.3 Two-point optimum ALT designs for different sample sizes n, 
with the setup in Section 4.5 
Two-Point Optimum Design 
n O 
30 0.59 0.27 1.00 0.73 
100 0.64 0.41 1.00 0.59 
300 0.67 0.50 1.00 0.50 
1000 0.70 0.55 1.00 0.45 
uncertainty resulting from having relatively less information about the slope parameter. 
The optimum Çl increases with a decreasing rate as n increases. This is because 
the small amount of prior information on the lifetime distribution parameters (although 
diffuse relative to the information on the slope parameter) also becomes less important 
in inference so that (in competing with the effect of less prior information on the slope 
parameter) increases slightly to generate more failures. As n becomes large, so that 
the prior information is ignorable in inference, the resulting optimum design approaches 
the optimum design for which the available prior information is to be used in design but 
not in inference (similar to the approach used in Chaloner and Larntz 1992). 
4.6.4 Type II Censoring 
The example in Section 4.5 used Type I censoring. For Type II censoring, with a 
fraction pc-i failing, the methods can also be applied by using Q = $~l(pc,i) to replace 
the standardized log censoring time. For an equal proportion of failures (i.e., pc-l = pc 
specified equally for all levels), Q in (4.7) is a fixed value for all levels and the integrand of 
criterion (4.9), given a design, is a function of a only so that the integration is reduced to 
one-dimension. In this case the optimum design turns out to be a one-point design at use 
condition (unless the slope parameter is given, in which case the criterion value (4.11) is 
constant for any design). This trivial one-point design at xy is obtained because the same 
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specified proportion of failures, which determines the amount of lifetime information, is 
obtained regardless of experiment time. Thus all units should be tested at xu to avoid 
the variation from estimating the uncertain slope parameter. 
In practice, there will usually be some need to control the length of an accelerated 
test. To reflect this, one can use a censoring function, in which the proportion of failures 
is a monotone function of the variable level. This allows for different proportions failing 
at different levels, providing a kind of probabilistic time constraint (cf. Escobar and 
Meeker 1986). In this case, Q is a function of the variable level (as well as the model 
parameters if the censoring function is specified with respect to the underlying model) as 
the case for Type I censoring. The procedure of solving the design optimization problem 
will be similar to that of illustrated for Type I censoring case. 
4.7 Comparison with Non-Bayesian Optimum Design 
In Non-Bayesian ALT optimum planning, no prior information is used for the infer­
ence. and "planning values'" of the model parameters are required for design purposes. 
Corresponding to the Bayesian design discussed in this paper with criterion (4.9), this 
roughly is the case when the sample size n is large compared to prior precision so that 
S"1 (prior information) is ignorable in the inference and the posterior variance in (4.9) 
is mainly determined by the data. Also, for design purposes, the prior information on 
the model parameters is assumed to be highly informative at "planning values" to re­
semble the local optimum situation. Thus, the integration in (4.9) can be approximately 
replaced by the integrand value at the prior modes, and the criterion reduces to the one 
used for non-Bayesian optimum planning. 
With the particular example in Section 4.5, for illustration, we use n = 3 x 108 and 
0.01 prior standard deviation for each parameter in 0°. The optimum design is found to 
be the two-point design shown in Table 4.4. This design turns out to be the same as that 
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provided in Table 20.3 of Meeker and Escobar (1998) using the non-Bayesian optimum 
planning approach for the same problem. Thus, the consistency of the Bayesian method 
described in this paper with non-Bayesian approach is established. 
Table 4.4 Optimum ALT design found numerically to estimate t.\(xu), in 
comparison with non-Bayesian approach 
Level Allocation 
Condition Temp Standardized Proportion Number 
i (°C) 6 7T, Tit 
Use 50 0.000 
Low 95 0.682 0.706 212 
High 120 1.000 0.294 88 
4.8 Simulation Evaluation for Bayesian ALT Design 
Once an ALT is designed under the certain experimental considerations, the possible 
outcomes from the expected experiment using the design are of interest. For a specific 
experiment to be conducted, the true model parameters are constant (and unknown). 
For evaluation purposes, one can simulate possible experimental data from one set of 
the true model parameters and see how the possible estimation results behave under the 
provided design, for one experiment with the specified model parameters. In addition, 
one can also include the uncertainty of the true model parameters and simulate the 
model parameters based on the experimenter's knowledge, i.e., the prior distribution. 
The marginal distribution of all possible data can then be simulated and the expected 
inferences can be studied to provide an overview of the possible experimental results 
from the design. Note that the evaluation criterion considered in this paper is the mean 
of the posterior variances with respect to these marginal data. 
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4.8.1 Simulations Based on Fixed Model Parameters 
We conducted a simulation study of the optimum design in Table 4.1 with the true 
model parameters being the mean of the prior distribution. A total of 4000 data sets 
were simulated and a Bayes estimate (posterior mode) of log(< i(it/)) was calculated for 
each simulated data set. Figure 4.6 summarizes the results. The estimates of tA from 
the first 50 simulations are plotted to give a visualization of the estimation variation 
as a function of temperature. The distribution of all 4000 estimates and corresponding 
estimates of approximate posterior variance for log(£.[(x[/)) using (4.3) at the 50°C use 
conditions are plotted in the histograms. 
Figure 4.7 illustrates a similar simulation study for the optimum design in the case 
that each true model parameter is specified to be one prior standard deviation less 
than its prior mean (as might be done in a sensitivity analysis to assess the results 
when the true model parameters are not the specified prior means). We can see from 
these simulations that, overall, the estimation under the design provides reasonable 
accuracy and that, although the estimation precision for different experiments can vary, 
depending on the true model parameters, the variation in Bayes estimates coming from 
the sampling of data for the experiments with the same model parameters is, in general, 
small. Therefore, with high probability, the experiment to be performed under the design 
can be expected to provide answers that should be close to the true values (assuming the 
prior information is correctly specified), and the answers should be fairly reproducible 
if the same experiment would be repeated and data would be regenerated. 
4.8.2 Simulations Based on Simulated Model Parameters 
We also conducted simulations considering the uncertainty of the model parameters, 
simulating the model parameters from the specified prior distribution. The simulation 
generated 40,000 sets of model parameters from the (3-dimensional) prior distribution, 
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t, estimates shown for 50 simulations 
8 
True 0° = (5.2, 0.6, 4.65)T 
True log(t ,(Xy)) = 7.994 
Total 4000 simulations 
Average= 7.968 SD= 0.2201 Average= 0.0897 SD= 0.0119 
0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 
Posterior variance lor log(t , (*„)) Posterior mode lor log(t ,(Jtu)) 
Figure 4.6 Simulations for evaluation of the optimum design in Table 4.1 
under the numerical example in Section 4.5, when the true model 
parameters are the means of the prior distributions. 
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t, estimates shown for 50 simulations 
True 96 = (3.7, 0.4, 4.15)T 
True log(t ,(Xu)) = 5.563 
Total 4000 simulations 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 1.2 
Average= 5.605 SD= 0.1173 Average  ^0.0153 SD= 0.0013 
5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 
Posterior mode lor log(t ,(xu)) 
0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020 0.022 
Posterior variance lor log(t ,(xu)) 
Figure 4.7 Simulations for evaluation of the optimum design in Table 4.1 
under the numerical example in Section 4.5, when each true 
model parameter is specified to be one prior standard deviation 
less than its prior mean. 
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and for each simulated set of model parameters, two experimental data sets were sim­
ulated (a small number of simulated data sets can be used for each simulated set of 
model parameters because of the small variation of estimation from sampling for each 
set of model parameters, compared to the variation of the prior distribution). For each 
of the resulting 80,000 data sets, the large sample approximate posterior variance for 
log(i,\(xu)) was evaluated to describe the possible estimation precision from the data. 
The results for the simulations are provided in the histogram in Figure 4.8. This distri­
bution provides the experimenter with an overview of the possible estimation precision 
of the quantile of interest that one can expect under the design, based on the available 
information. Because of the diffuse prior distributions of log((po(zt/)) and a (little prior 
information), this distribution shows a range of possible inferences coming from the ex­
periment. In addition, with some probability (1.2%) the model parameters can have a 
large deviation from the prior means so that the experiment yields no failure information 
and the posterior precision is essentially from the prior distribution, which contributes 
to the spike of probability to the right in the histogram in Figure 4.8. Nevertheless, this 
probability of zero failure is small, and the design provides reasonable precision for most 
cases (and with high probability the experiment could yield very high precision corre­
sponding to the large amount of probability for the smaller posterior variance values in 
the histogram in Figure 4.8). 
4.9 Concluding Remarks and Areas for Future Research 
We have presented a Bayesian optimum design method for accelerated life testing 
problems under linear models with one experimental variable, when prior information 
is available on the model parameters. Planning ALTs with prior information is an 
important practical problem. A Bayes criterion based on the estimation precision of a 
quantile of interest at use conditions is provided as the design criterion for optimization. 
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Average= 0.169 SD= 0.374 
80000 simulations 
Ultiiktitiu . ... I 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Posterior variance for log(t ,(xu)) 
2.5 3.0 
Figure 4.8 Histogram of the posterior variances for log(t.i(xw)) using the 
optimum design in Table 4.1 under the numerical example in 
Section 4.5. when marginal data are simulated with respect to 
the prior distribution. 
A large-sample approximation provides a useful simplification. The general equivalence 
theorem due to Whittle (1973) can be used to verify that the numerically optimized 
designs are globally or near globally optimal. This Bayesian method provides practical 
methods for efficient ALT planning. Numerical investigations have been presented to 
illustrate the method and two-point optimum designs are found to be typical in practical 
ALT problems. The effects of prior information, censoring, and sample size on the 
designs as well as the comparison with non-Bayesian approach are discussed to provide 
insights for the design problems. Simulations are also provided for evaluation of the 
obtained optimum designs. 
The Bayesian method described in this paper could be extended to the ALT design 
problems with two or more experimental variables, as well as to the problems with 
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more complicated models such as nonlinear acceleration models and accelerated lifetime 
models with nonconstant scale parameters. These cases also have useful applications 
in practical problems. In addition, methods without large-sample approximation, such 
as simulation methods, are also of interest for exploration to validate the results from 
the large-sample approximation approach. Providing efficient ALT plans with available 
prior information for these additional applications as well as the exploration of validation 
tools that do not require large-sample approximations are interesting areas for future 
research. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, we studied the Bayesian design problems for life tests (LTs) and 
accelerated life tests (ALTs). In general, the problems are complicated and computa­
tionally intensive, partly because of the presence of censored data in the problems. In 
most cases there is no closed form solution available. In such cases, numerical methods, 
approximations, or simulation methods need to be employed, to obtain the practical 
solutions for the design problems. In this work, based on practical usage, we provide 
Bayesian methods that use closed form solutions when available, and otherwise use solu­
tions from large sample approximation, or simulation solutions for the important design 
problems in the reliability studies. The developed methods provide practical solutions 
with relatively easy-to-compute, yet fairly accurate solutions. 
We first derived a closed form solution for the Bayesian design problem for the Weibull 
Type II censoring cases with given shape parameter. The closed forms for these cases are 
easy to use in practice and allow for simple applications in cases such as the exponential 
distribution and the Raleigh distribution. Consistence with non-Bayesian approaches 
was also established as a limiting case of the more general Bayesian framework. 
For the general LT design problem, where there is no closed form solution, we de­
veloped two approaches to numerically compute the design solutions. The large sample 
approximation is easy to implement and compute, yet also yields reasonably accurate 
results. The simulation approach is computationally intensive, but without any ap­
proximation, it provides a validation tool for the design obtained from the approximate 
methods. As shown in the examples, these methods complement each other and can be 
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used to find overall satisfactory test plan. The consistency between the large sample 
approximation approach, when the Weibull shape parameter is given, and the results 
from the first paper using closed forms, was also established. 
For general ALT design problem with one accelerating variable, we applied the large 
sample approximation. This is a slightly different design problem than the LT design 
problem, in which the relationship of the criterion value, based on the estimation preci­
sion, with the design specification is obtained so that the test in terms of sample sizes and 
test time (or proportion of failures) is planned to provide a certain specified estimation 
precision criterion value. In ALTs, tests are designed in terms of accelerating variable 
levels and allocations to these levels. This is an optimum design problem. Methods 
using numerical search based on the large sample approximation were presented and 
were illustrated how to give an optimum plan. The general equivalence theorem due to 
Whittle (1973) was utilized in ALT problems to verify the optimized design obtained nu­
merically is globally optimum. Consistency between the designs here and non-Bayesian 
approach was also established. Simulation tools were also provided for evaluation of the 
obtained designs. 
There are additional areas in the life testing design problems that have important 
applications of using prior information, such as the ALT design with two or more vari­
ables, the ALT design with nonlinear models, and the ALT design with nonconstant 
scale parameters. Because the large sample approximation approach and simulations 
provide fairly reasonable solutions for the LT and ALT design problems in this disser­
tation, exploring the usage of these Bayesian methods in those areas are the interesting 
future work after this dissertation. Also, investigating for a practical validation tools, 
such as the simulations, for ALT problems, where the computations are even intensive 
than LT problems, is a further interesting topic for future exploration. 
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APPENDIX A TECHNICAL DETAILS FOR RESULT (2.5) 
This appendix gives some technical details for the result in (2.5). 
Let random variable X be distributed according to an inverted gamma distribution 
with shape parameter a and scale parameter 1. IG(a, 1). Then, 
oc 
E(iogx) = /(logI)f^y?^exp(";)'ic 
iT)i] ^ exp(-1x)dx r(a )  
r(a) da 
= -0(a), 
where 0(a) = F '(a)/r(o) is the digamma function. Similarly, 
= 0'(a) + (0(a))2, 
where 0'(a) = dip(a) /da  is the polygamma function. This leads to, 
Var(logX) = E(logX)2-(E(logX))2 
= 0'(a). 
Because the posterior distribution of 0 is IG(a + r, TTTp + b) in (2.2), 
B 
TTT0 + b 
from which (2.5) follows. 
IG(a + r, 1), 
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APPENDIX B CONCAVITY OF THE BAYESIAN 
CRITERION (4.9) FOR ALT DESIGN 
This appendix gives the proof of the concavity of the criterion (4.9). 
For generality, here we use a probability measure // to refer to a design D. Then, the 
Fisher information (4.4) can be written as 
'eW = ^  
where Ç) is the scaled Fisher information at Ç, with model parameters 0 .  It is easy 
to see that, for any rji and r/2, and for any real number 0 < e < 1, 
Iq{£17I + (1 ~ =)%) = + (1 ~ £)^g(v 2)-
It is known (e.g., cf. Chapter 1 of Fedorov 1972) that, for any positive definite matrix 
A and B, in terms of the inner product of any nonzero vector, 
[eA + (1  -  £)£] _ 1  < eA~1  + (1  -  e)B~\  
where the equality holds only if A = B. Thus, 
[5 1 + Igierji + (1 — £)r}2)\ 1 = [e (S™1 + /^(r/i)) + (!-£•) (S™1 + Igfa))] 
< e [5 1 + iq(tji)\ + (1 - £) [•?"' + ^ (^2)] 
from which, for the criterion C(rj )  in (4.9), 
C(£Vi  +  (1  ~  e )V2)  >  zC(r)  1)  +  (1  — e)C{T/ 2 ) .  
Therefore, by definition, the criterion is a concave function. 
